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I Introduction

Selective U.S. universities practice a¢ rmative action� using race in favor of black applicants and other

underrepresented minorities� in admission decisions. Seven states have banned the practice at their

public universities, and the U.S. Supreme Court may extend these bans nationwide when it decides

Fisher v. University of Texas this year. Key to economic, policy, and legal debates is the ability and

willingness of schools to blunt a ban�s impact on black admission rates by increasing admission weight

on low family income and other characteristics that correlate with black status.

This paper analyzes admission outcomes before and after Proposition 209, the ballot initiative that

banned a¢ rmative action at the University of California beginning in 1996. I focus on law school

admissions at Berkeley and UCLA; in this paper, �Berkeley� and �UCLA� always refer to these

campuses� law schools. Law school admissions hold center stage in a¢ rmative action debates: the

most recent Supreme Court decision concerned a rejected white law school applicant suing for damages,

and recent empirical work on the e¤ect of banning a¢ rmative action on student outcomes has utilized

cross-sectional data on law school admissions and bar passage rates (Sander 2004; Rothstein and Yoon

2008).

Berkeley and UCLA had stated policies of a¢ rmative action before the ban, denied using race

after the ban, and remained opposed to the ban throughout. Empirically, Berkeley and UCLA�s

unconditional black-white admission rate di¤erences remained approximately unchanged� consistent

with near-complete avoidance, or alternatively with the complete elimination of black admission ad-

vantages combined with substantial selective attrition from the applicant pool by relatively weak black

applicants.

This paper controls for selective attrition using new application-level data on all 25,499 law school

applications submitted to law schools nationwide between 1990 and 2006 by 5,353 undergraduates

from an elite college. All results are local to this dataset, which I call the Elite Applications to Law

School (�EALS�). Cross-sectional admission di¤erences in the EALS are similar to those documented

in the universe of law school applications to elite schools and in other university contexts (Kane 1998;

Bowen and Bok 2000; Espenshade, Chung, and Walling 2004; Rothstein and Yoon 2008).

As a baseline, the pre-ban black admission rate at Berkeley and UCLA (averaged across the two

schools) was 61% in the EALS. Had all pre-ban applicants been subject to observed white admission

standards, I estimate that the black admission rate would have been 8%. EALS covariates are su¢ -

ciently rich to identify not only this 53-percentage-point overall admission rate disparity but also the

particular margins where race was decisive: at certain intermediate credential levels where applicants



were neither all accepted nor all rejected (�the accept/reject margin�), pre-ban black applicants to

Berkeley and UCLA were 99 percentage points more likely to be accepted than whites.

I �nd that when controlling for academic credentials and nationwide trends, the UC a¢ rmative

action ban permanently reduced black admission rates by 30 percentage points. Thus the ban caused a

large reduction in black admission advantages over similarly credentialed whites, unless the black-white

di¤erence in non-academic admission determinants (e.g. recommendation letter strength) changed

substantially after the ban. Controlling additionally for a measure of unobserved applicant strength�

inferred from admission decisions at non-UC schools (similar to Dale and Krueger 2002) and empirically

powerful in the EALS� leaves the main estimates nearly unchanged, as does controlling for the UC-

speci�c admissions factor of California residency. I conclude that the ban caused a large reduction in

black admission advantages.

This large reduction occurred in spite of Berkeley and UCLA sustaining large observed black

admission advantages under the ban. In particular, at the accept/reject margin, I estimate that black

applicants to Berkeley and UCLA were 63 percentage points more likely to gain admission than whites

after the ban, with 95% con�dence lower bounds of approximately 35 percentage points and upper

bounds above 75 percentage points. These post-ban disparities are net of Dale-Krueger measures of

unobserved applicant strength, so they re�ect unique weight given to black-correlates (e.g. low family

income) at UC schools and any continued use of race. These post-ban disparities were relatively

systematic: admission is a binary outcome, so a 63-percentage-point admission rate di¤erence implies

that the fraction of blacks strong enough to be admitted was 63 percentage points larger than the

corresponding fraction of whites.

Auxiliary data provide a sense of the information that UC schools could have weighted uniquely

in order to generate relatively systematic post-ban advantages. In an auxiliary dataset of which the

EALS is a part, the maximum black-white admission rate di¤erence that can be generated with family

income is 37 percentage points� much, but not all, of the way to 63 percentage points. Berkeley

and UCLA responded to the ban by soliciting new legal black-correlates such as essays on applicants�

anticipated contributions to cohort diversity. The schools also had access to signals of black status

that would likely have been illegal to use: in data collected from the elite college�s yearbooks, I �nd that

84% of black students and 0% of white students listed participation in a black-focused extracurricular

group. The main empirical estimates show that the net e¤ect of Berkeley and UCLA weighting

any or all of these black-correlates was to generate 63-percentage-point admission rate advantages for

marginal black candidates and to allow overall black admission rates to fall by half.

The results have �ve implications. At the highest level, this paper contributes to a large literature
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on whether nondiscrimination mandates in fact constrain the behavior of agents who wish to use race in

regulated decisions (Becker 1968; Arrow 1998; Heckman 1998). Freeman (1973), Heckman and Payner

(1989), and Chay (1998) �nd that the 1960s Civil Rights Acts and related policies improved black

labor market outcomes, though possibly by giving employers an excuse to break social codes against

hiring black workers rather than by constraining employers who wanted to discriminate (Heckman and

Payner; Heckman and Verkerke 1990). More recent acts have not been found to have improved the

outcomes of protected groups (Acemoglu and Angrist 2001; Oyer and Schaefer 2002), perhaps because

cross-group di¤erences in labor market outcomes are due to skills di¤erences and not discrimination

(Neal and Johnson 1996; Fryer 2011). This paper shows that in university admissions� a prominent

part of the modern economy in which selectors use race� California�s nondiscrimination mandate was

e¤ective at constraining selectors�decisions.

Yet the constraint far from eliminated racial disparities in admission outcomes, with important

implications for simulating the consequences of a¢ rmative action bans. Recent quantitative predic-

tions of the e¤ects of eliminating a¢ rmative action have considered the hypothetical elimination of

observed racial disparities in admission outcomes (Arcidiacono 2005; Krueger, Rothstein, and Turner

2006; Rothstein and Yoon 2008). In the EALS and holding applicant characteristics �xed, eliminating

observed racial disparities in UC admissions would have reduced the black admission rate from 61%

to 8%. I �nd that the a¢ rmative action ban reduced it only to 31%. Hence, assuming black-white

parity in admission outcomes can substantially overstate the e¤ects of banning a¢ rmative action,

perhaps the primary policy-relevant counterfactual. This �nding is consistent with earlier theoretical

work that emphasized avoidance possibilities (Chan and Eyster 2003; Fryer, Loury, and Yuret 2007;

Epple, Romano, and Sieg 2008).

The decline in black admission prospects was nevertheless substantial, and a speci�c policy impli-

cation is that maintaining high levels of racial diversity under a ban may require forcing schools to use

black-correlates more aggressively than the schools themselves desire. Post-ban UC schools generated

63-percentage-point observed black admission advantages at the accept/reject margin by weighting

some unknown index of characteristics that correlated with black status (e.g. low family income and

diversity essays). If they had placed arbitrarily high weight on that index, they would have admitted

black applicants at higher rates, potentially even restoring overall pre-ban black admission rates.1

UC schools did not do so� a rational choice if they valued non-racial strength (e.g. high GPAs and

1As a group, pre-ban blacks were admitted at a 53-percentage-point-higher rate than whites with similar credential
levels. If post-ban schools had su¢ cient information to generate 63 percentage point di¤erences at all credential levels
(and not just at the accept/reject margin), then they of course could have restored a 53-percentage-point overall admission
rate di¤erence.
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test scores) su¢ ciently highly or if higher black admission rates would have attracted litigation for

violating the ban. Perhaps anticipating such voluntarily incomplete avoidance, the State of Texas

followed its court-ordered a¢ rmative action ban with a �Top 10%�law that required each University

of Texas campus to admit the majority of their undergraduates based on a single race-blind criterion

(high-school class rank) that very disproportionately bene�tted minorities.

The UC�s substantially incomplete avoidance can also be seen as bearing on the constitutionality

of a¢ rmative action, which currently requires there to be no �workable race-neutral alternatives that

will achieve the diversity the university seeks�(Grutter v. Bollinger 2003).2 Arithmetically based on

public aggregates, the ban reduced Berkeley and UCLA black enrollment by reducing black application

rates.3 However, under a nationwide ban in which blacks have fewer alternative schools to apply to,

the e¤ect on applicant pools could be much smaller (Arcidiacono 2005; Epple, Romano, and Sieg 2008;

Hinrichs 2012). This paper�s �ndings suggest that even when holding the applicant pool constant, UC

schools would have su¤ered a large decline in black enrollment. Hence if one were to use universities�

revealed preferences to determine �workability�, the above constitutional requirement could be judged

to have been met in the EALS.

Finally, this paper demonstrates that when the outcome is binary, real-world cross-sectional data

can be rich enough to identify discrimination. I estimate that pre-ban black applicants were 99 per-

centage points more likely to gain admission at certain credential levels than whites. In order for this

di¤erence to have been caused without the use of race, the share of blacks that were strong enough

on unobserved factors to be admitted would have to have been nearly 100%, and the corresponding

share of whites would have to have been nearly 0%. It is unlikely that any combination of charac-

teristics other than race could have been used to di¤erentiate between races so well. This highlights

a statistical moment that may be useful in discrimination litigation� where contested outcomes are

frequently binary (e.g. discrimination in loan approval), plainti¤s can obtain very rich individual-level

data (such as mortgage application data that are required to be compiled under the Home Mortgage

Disclosure Act), and courts typically demand more than statistically signi�cant overall di¤erences in

order to infer discrimination (Selmi 2000). It also constitutes an alternative to recent experimental

and quasi-experimental strategies for identifying discrimination and other causal impacts of race and

gender (Goldin and Rouse 2000; Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004; List 2004; Price and Wolfers 2011;

Anwar, Bayer, and Hjalmarsson 2012).

2The other two requirements are a �compelling government interest�in diverse campuses (currently �the educational
bene�ts that �ow from a diverse student body�) and an eventual sunset.

3The black share of enrollment equals the product of black share of applicants, the unconditional (not holding applicant
characteristics �xed) admission rate, and the yield rate. The latter two terms remained largely unchanged.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the UC a¢ rmative action

ban and the EALS dataset. Section III estimates the e¤ect of the ban on black admission rates.

Section IV documents racial disparities in post-ban admissions. Section V discusses mechanisms.

Section VI concludes.

II Institutional Background and Data

II.A The UC A¢ rmative Action Ban

A¢ rmative action� awarding admission preference to underrepresented minorities on the basis of

race� is currently legal at all private U.S. universities and is legal at all public ones except those in

the seven states that have banned it.4 On November 5, 1996, California voters approved Proposition

209 which amended the state constitution to read: �The state shall not discriminate against, or grant

preferential treatment to, any individual or group on the basis of race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national

origin in the operation of public employment, public education, or public contracting.� In particular,

no University of California applicant is to be preferred to another on the basis of race. The ban went

into e¤ect immediately at UC law schools: application forms were amended to declare that race was

not a criterion for admission, and the page requesting applicant race was diverted to a UC statistical

department and was not reported to admission o¢ ces.5 Institutional features like the number of �rst-

year enrollees (275 at Berkeley Law, 310 at UCLA Law) remained nearly unchanged; admitted cohorts

are approximately three times as large as enrollment cohorts.6 Judging from public aggregates, the

ban reduced black enrollment mainly by reducing the black share of applicants, rather than by reducing

black admission or yield rates; a priori, this reduction in black applicants may or may not have been

driven by a reduction in black admission advantages (see Section III.A below).

Law school admission decisions are made by a small group of selectors applying subjective criteria

with little transparency. The UC publishes annually the total number of applicants by race and the

total number of admitted students by race but not academic characteristics by race (see Figure II

below). Soon after the ban, the State of California guaranteed that high school seniors graduating in

the top 4% of their high schools would gain admission to at least one UC campus but not necessarily

the one of their choice. With eight UC campuses, this had little binding e¤ect on undergraduate

admissions at the elite campuses of Berkeley and UCLA and likely had little e¤ect on Berkeley and

4Other than California, the states currently under a¢ rmative action bans� all implemented after California�s� are
Arizona, Florida, Michigan, Nebraska, New Hampshire, and Washington. Georgia and Texas had temporary bans.

5The ban went into e¤ect one year later at UC undergraduate campuses.
6Similar to other top law schools over the 2000s recession, Berkeley�s admitted cohort size fell 10% in 2001 as its yield

rose. UCLA�s admitted cohort size declined temporarily in 1998 after a temporary spike in yield. The EALS does not
o¤er su¢ cient statistical power to analyze yield.
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UCLA law school admissions. Thus the main policy potentially a¤ecting Berkeley and UCLA law

school admission o¢ ces was the a¢ rmative action ban itself, rather than any additional regulations.

This contrasts, for example, with the undergraduate admission o¢ ce at the University of Texas at

Austin, the state system�s �agship campus that was temporarily bound by an a¢ rmative action ban

and analyzed by Long and Tienda (2008). Austin was forced by a state law to automatically admit

most of its students based on a single race-blind criterion that very disproportionately aided minority

applicants at the substantial expense of the school�s preferred measures of academic quali�cations

(University of Texas 2007).7 Austin admissions were also conducted on such a large scale (an order

of magnitude larger than Berkeley and UCLA) that the remaining non-automatic admissions were

themselves determined by an academic strength index and a subjective index assigned to each appli-

cation by one of forty-four application readers. The University of Texas published audits of a subset

of these application readers, testing for scoring consistency according to the o¢ cial race-blind rubric

(University of Texas 2005). These additional constraints on admission o¢ ce discretion may explain

why Long and Tienda �nd that minority applicants under Texas�s ban did not enjoy cross-sectional

admission advantages in non-automatic admissions.

II.B Data Source, Variables, and Sample Restrictions

This paper�s primary dataset� which I call the Elite Applications to Law School (EALS)� contains

con�dential individual-level data on 67% of an elite college�s seniors and graduates who applied to

law schools nationwide between the fall of 1990 and the fall of 2006. Applications to almost every

U.S. law school are submitted through the Law School Admissions Council, which records application

information and the admission decision for every application �led. Academic credentials are veri�ed

through third-party reports, and race is reported by applicants where dishonest answers are grounds

for revocation of an admission o¤er, expulsion from law school, or disbarment.8 Applicants choose

whether to release their data to their colleges�administrators, and I obtained and digitized seventeen

years of a single college�s data. The college is elite, is not on the west coast, and has never been

subject to an a¢ rmative action ban. Subsection C investigates possible selection over time into the

EALS, and Section III addresses selection over time into the Berkeley and UCLA applicant pools.

7After Texas�s temporary ban, the legislature required every University of Texas campus to admit every undergraduate
applicant who graduated in roughly the top 10% of his or her Texas high school class. As of 2007, over two-thirds of
Texas residents admitted to the �agship undergraduate campus at Austin were admitted via this automatic guarantee.
Austin admitted 12,000 undergraduates per year.

8To the extent that any applicants misreported their race, the EALS race variable nevertheless represents the race that
was reported to schools on application forms. LSAC�s Credential Assembly Service details and its Misconduct and Irreg-
ularities policy can be found at http://www.lsac.org/jd/apply/cas.asp and http://www.lsac.org/jd/apply/misconduct-
and-irregularities.asp, respectively.
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The EALS contains six variables for each application: applicant race, LSAT test score (integers

between 120 and 180), undergraduate grade point average (GPA) to two decimal places on a 4.00 scale,

application year, law school submitted to, and admission decision.9 I standardize LSAT and GPA to

each have mean zero and standard deviation one across applicants. Motivated semi-parametrically in

Subsection D and used in �gures, I summarize applicants�LSAT and GPA scores with a scalar measure

I call �academic strength� equal to the standardized sum of standardized LSAT and standardized

GPA, similar to the rescaling that Kling, Liebman, and Katz (2007) employ in a di¤erent context.

Application years 1990-1991 through 2001-2002 as well as 2005-2006 also contain applicant state of

permanent residence; for these years, I digitized a California resident indicator for Berkeley and UCLA

applications only.10

The raw data contain 38,200 applications of 6,072 applicants to 187 law schools. I restrict the

analysis sample to the 94.3% of applicants listed as white, Asian, black, or Hispanic and the 78.9% of

applications submitted to UC Berkeley, UCLA, or one of the �fteen most-applied-to schools that were

never subject to an a¢ rmative action ban. These �fteen schools correspond closely to the top-ranked

law schools according to U.S. News and World Report, so I refer to them only somewhat imprecisely

as the �top �fteen non-UC law schools.�11 The 170 other schools received relatively few applications

in the EALS and are poor control schools for Berkeley and UCLA because these 170 other schools are

less selective. The �nal seventeen-school EALS sample comprises 25,499 applications submitted by

5,353 applicants. See Online Appendix A for additional data-coding details.

II.C Summary Statistics

Table I lists summary statistics. The EALS sample is 61% white, 10% black, 19% Asian, and 10%

Hispanic. Black applicants on average possess LSAT scores and GPA�s 1.1 and 1.0 standard deviations

lower, respectively, than white applicants. Online Appendix Figures Ia-c use non-parametric densities

9The ability of GPA to predict EALS admissions decisions (documented below) may derive in part from the fact that
all EALS applicants attended the same undergraduate institution, rather than di¤erent institutions with potentially very
di¤erent grading critera as is typically the case in undergraduate admissions data. Arcidiacono, Aucejo, Coate, and Hotz
(2011) study the e¤ect the of the ban on black graduation rates using con�dential undergraduate data obtained directly
from the UC through a California Public Records Act request. These other data would have limitations for a study of
admissions: they are aggregated into three-year intervals, do not distinguish blacks from other non-Asian minorities, bin
test score and GPA variables rather than reporting the precise numbers available to the admissions o¢ ce, and do not
contain identi�ers for previous educational institution.
10The raw data comprise approximately one thousand pages of print-outs from a spreadsheet program. State of

permanent residence was not printed in some years, apparently related to spreadsheet format changes. The spreadsheet
format facilitated digitization using scanners and optical character recognition software. The software erroneously and
inconsistently read two-letter state abbreviations as various two-letter words, so I manually coded a California resident
indicator for Berkeley and UCLA applications only. This California resident indicator is signi�cant with p < 0:001 in
probit regressions of admission on the California resident indicator, LSAT, GPA, race indicators, and school-year �xed
e¤ects among Berkeley and UCLA applications.
11Deviations from U.S. News rankings are usually explained by a lower-ranked school being located in a large city.
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of these academic characteristics to illustrate the �rst order stochastic dominance of the black and

Hispanic distributions by the white and Asian distributions. Online Appendix Figure Id plots means

of a summary measure of LSAT and GPA over time by race among EALS applicants; post-ban and

pre-ban means are very similar within races, suggesting little di¤erential selection over time into the

EALS. Section III addresses di¤erential selection over time into the Berkeley and UCLA applicant

pools.

Berkeley received applications from 28% of all applicants (1,594, making it the seventh-most-

applied-to school in this sample) and UCLA received applications from 14% of all applicants (777,

the thirteenth most in this sample); see Online Appendix Table I for additional comparisons. These

schools received relatively few applications from black students� 60 before the ban and 67 after the

ban at Berkeley, and 31 before the ban and 27 after the ban at UCLA� but as I demonstrate next,

the EALS provides su¢ cient statistical power because within-race admission decisions are largely

determined by academic credentials.

II.D Race and Admission in the Pre-Ban Cross Section

Figure Ia displays the semi-parametric relationship between LSAT, GPA, and admission within race-

school-years in the EALS, using a 5% random sample of all 23,128 applications submitted to non-UC

schools (Online Appendix Figure II displays the 100% sample, intelligible only in color). Each

application�s admission decision is plotted in (GPA, LSAT) space, where each application�s LSAT

score has been adjusted by the estimated race-school-year �xed e¤ect in order to visually account for

selectivity di¤erences across races, schools, and years. Speci�cally I �t a probit regression of admission

on standardized LSAT (mean zero and standard deviation one), standardized GPA, and school-year-

race �xed e¤ects; add each application�s estimated school-year-race e¤ect to its LSAT value; and plot

individual application decisions in GPA vs. adjusted LSAT space. Applications above and to the right

of the best-�t admission threshold line have high enough LSAT and GPA scores to have a predicted

admission probability of more than 50%, while those below and to the left do not.12

The best-�t line correctly predicts 85.4% of all admission decisions, and incorrect predictions are

concentrated near the line. The ratio of the coe¢ cients on LSAT and GPA in the underlying probit

is 0.95, indicating that a one standard deviation higher LSAT is about as valuable in the admissions

cross section as a one standard deviation higher GPA. When useful for subsequent illustrations, I

therefore summarize an applicant�s �academic strength� as the standardized (mean zero, standard

deviation one) unweighted sum of standardized LSAT and standardized GPA. Figure Ib shows that

12The probit model is Pr(ADMITTEDistr) = �(�1LSATi + �2GPAi + str) where str denotes the �xed e¤ects.
�Adjusted LSAT�equals LSATi + ̂str=�̂1. This slope of the best-�t admission threshold line is 0.95, equal to ��̂1=�̂2.
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the semi-parametric relationship between academic strength and admission within race-school-years is

well-approximated by a univariate probit regression of admission on academic strength alone. I refer

to such a curve relating admission to academic strength as an �admission rule�in academic strength.

Figure Ic plots �tted admission rules for blacks and whites in pre-ban Berkeley and UCLA admis-

sions.13 For ease of comparison, each school�s �tted rules have been shifted horizontally by an additive

constant so that the admission probability for whites equals 0.5 at academic strength 0 to facilitate

comparison. The graph shows that there are levels of academic strength at each school where blacks

were nearly assured admission and whites were nearly assured rejection. Berkeley�s black and white

admission rules are separated by 1.90 standard deviations of academic strength, implying black status

is observed to be worth more than the di¤erence between an A- GPA and a B- GPA for a given LSAT

in the pre-ban cross section.14 At UCLA, the di¤erence is 1.39 standard deviations. Had pre-ban

black applicants to each school been subjected to the observed pre-ban white admission standards,

Berkeley�s black admission rate is predicted to have been 6% rather than the actual 57%, and UCLA�s

to have been 10% rather than 65%. I formally document these di¤erences in Section IV. These

black-white di¤erences in the EALS are similar in magnitude to those found in the universe of law

school applicants to elite schools like Berkeley and UCLA (Rothstein and Yoon 2008).15

Online Appendix Figure III shows that black and white admission rules have similar steepness

when admission is allowed to respond di¤erently to academic strength for each race in the underlying

regressions. This appendix �gure also illustrates pre-ban admission rules for Hispanics and Asians,

as well as non-parametric densities of applicant academic strength by race at Berkeley, UCLA, and

the average non-UC school. Roughly speaking, Hispanic applicants enjoyed smaller cross-sectional

admission advantages than blacks. For simplicity and statistical power, this paper focuses on black

admission outcomes. In unreported results, the e¤ects of the ban on Hispanic admission decisions

are similar to those reported for blacks in Section III (they are large and statistically signi�cant),

while the analysis of cross-sectional admission advantages conducted in Section IV produces relatively

uninformative con�dence intervals when done for Hispanics.16

13For each school I estimate the probit model Pr (ADMITTEDit) = �(�1ACADEMICSTRENGTHi +
�2BLACKi + t) using pre-ban black and white applications, where BLACKi is a black indicator and t denotes
year �xed e¤ects.
14That is, �̂2=�̂1 = 1:90 in the underlying Berkeley regression.
15Rothstein and Yoon report that in population data from the 1990-1991 admissions cycle, black enrollment at elite

law schools would have been 90% lower under white admission standards.
16Visually apparent in the relatively �at Hispanic admission rules shown in Appendix III, Hispanic admissions decisions

in the pre-ban baseline, especially at UCLA, were noisier than black admissions decisions. Hispanic outcomes may be
subject to confounds that black outcomes are not, for example due to California�s large and growing Hispanic population
over this time period; the California-residency indicator is unavailable for approximately half of the post-ban era.
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III E¤ect of the Ban on Black Admission Rates

This paper�s core empirical analysis proceeds in two steps. First, this section investigates whether

the ban changed black-white admission rate di¤erences, using di¤erence-in-di¤erences regressions to

estimate the e¤ect of the ban on black admission rates controlling for post-minus-pre changes in white

admission rates and for national trends and holding applicant characteristics constant. Second, Section

IV investigates whether the ban eliminated black-white admission rate di¤erences at UC schools, using

cross-sectional regressions on post-ban admissions only. These are complementary analyses but use

distinct speci�cations, so I present their results sequentially.

III.A Ambiguous Indications from Unconditional Aggregates

Figure II uses public aggregates on the universe of law school applicants (not just the EALS) to plot

the time series of overall admission rates by race as well as the black share of the applicant pool at

Berkeley and UCLA. After a temporary large decline, the black-white admission rate gap narrowed

at each school and at Berkeley even exceeded pre-ban levels.

This may appear to imply that admission o¢ ces fully avoided or evaded the ban in the long run,

but the permanent 45% decline in the black share of the applicant pool at each school leaves the door

open to potentially strong compositional e¤ects. For example if the ban dissuaded applications from

black students of all credential levels equally� perhaps because post-ban black students perceived

Berkeley to be a less black-friendly place to study� it may have failed to a¤ect black admission

advantages. But if the ban dissuaded applications from weakly-credentialed black students because

they suddenly expected rejection as suggested by Card and Krueger (2005) in the Texas context, it

may have completely eliminated black admission advantages. Indeed I �nd some evidence of the

latter selection pattern in the EALS: at marginal signi�cance levels, less-academically-credentialed

black applicants in my sample were substantially less likely to apply after the ban.17 I use rich

applicant characteristics to control for such compositional changes in the EALS.

III.B Visual Evidence

Figure IIIa displays the time series of black and white admission rates at Berkeley, UCLA, and non-UC

schools, where applicant characteristics have been held constant at pre-ban levels using simple semi-

parametric reweighting as in DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996). In particular, to construct the

17EALS covariates explain admissions decisions very well but explain application decisions with r2-statistics an order
of magnitude smaller, apparently because applicants choose among similarly-ranked schools based on geographical pref-
erences and other factors omitted from the EALS. I consequently have little power to analyze the e¤ect of the ban on
application decisions, such as whether the ban reduced application rates among high-credentialed black students� the
focus of Card and Krueger (2005).
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time series of black admission rates at Berkeley, I �rst compute terciles of academic strength (the scalar

summary measure of LSAT and GPA de�ned and motivated in Section II.D) among pre-ban Black

applications to Berkeley.18 Then for each time period shown in the �gure, I weight black applications

to Berkeley so that each pre-ban-de�ned tercile receives equal weight when computing the displayed

admission rate. I repeat this process for whites at Berkeley and for whites and blacks separately at

UCLA and at each non-UC school, averaging across non-UC schools to construct the non-UC series.

This semi-parametric reweighting is data-demanding, so I group the data into two pre-ban time periods

(1990-1992 and 1993-1995) and two post-ban time periods (1996-2000 and 2001-2006).

The �gure shows that at non-UC schools, there was little change over time in the di¤erence between

black and white admission rates. At Berkeley the black admission rate rose between 1990-1992 and

1993-1995 about as much as the white admission rate did. Between 1993-1995 and 1996-2000, the

black admission rate fell from 64% to 33% and did not subsequently recover relative to the white

admission rate. Figure IIIb shows a similar decline at UCLA.19

One can use such reweighted admission rates to compute a di¤erence-in-di¤erences-in-di¤erences

(DDD) estimate of the e¤ect of the ban on the black admission rate at each UC school that controls

for changes in academic strength� equal to the change in black admission rates at the UC school, net

of the change in white admission rates at the UC school and changes in the black-white admission

rate di¤erence at non-UC schools.20 Pooling pre-ban years and post-ban years, the DDD estimate

of the e¤ect of the a¢ rmative action ban on Berkeley�s black admission rate is -30 percentage points,

relative to the actual pre-ban black admission rate of 57%. For UCLA, the estimate is -41 percentage

points, relative to the actual pre-ban black admission rate of 65%. See Online Appendix Table II for

the arithmetic. These declines were much larger than those observed at any non-UC school, so the

empirical p value of each of these declines across non-UC schools is 0.

III.C Regression Estimates

Table II reports regression estimates of the e¤ect of the ban on black admission outcomes at each UC

school, computed by �tting probit and OLS models based on the following di¤erence-in-di¤erences

(DD) speci�cation:

(1) Pr (ADMITTEDit) = �(Xi�+ �1BLACKi + �2BLACKi � POSTt + t)
18Quartiles yield similar results; I use terciles because some bin counts are small.
19See Online Appendix Figure IV and its notes for the non-reweighted time series and a comparison to the nationwide

data presented in Figure II. The non-reweighted change is negative and uneven due to di¤erences in black academic
strength over time; the reweighting in Figure III adjusts for these di¤erences.
20Note that this statistic does not account for the fact that a decline in the black admission rate opens up space for

some more applicants of all races; I account for this in the analogous parametric estimates presented below in Table 2.
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using black and white applications to either UC school, where ADMITTEDit is an indicator for

whether applicant i�s application in year t earned an admission o¤er; BLACKi is an indicator for

applicant race; POSTt is an indicator for the application being submitted after the ban; Xi is a vector

containing LSAT score, GPA, and other covariates depending on the speci�cation; and t is a vector of

year �xed e¤ects. Online Appendix Tables III and IV replicate Table II using alternative speci�cations

that include all races and control for more interactions. When producing DDD estimates that account

for national trends, I include all black and white applications to the top-�fteen non-UC schools and

interact the second and third terms with an indicator for the application being submitted to a non-UC

school.21 Standard errors are clustered at the applicant level.

Columns (3)-(4) display the basic probit results. Column (3) of panel A shows that when con�ning

attention to applications to Berkeley, the ban is estimated to have caused a 40 percentage point

reduction in the probability of admission, averaged over the characteristics of pre-ban black applicants

and relative to the actual pre-ban black admission rate of 57%. Controlling for trends at non-UC

schools, Column (4) displays a DDD estimate of -36 percentage points. Panel B reports a DDD

estimate for UCLA of -33 percentage points, relative to the actual pre-ban black admission rate of

65%. These e¤ects are statistically signi�cant with t statistics between 3 and 7.

Holding all else equal, a decline in black admission rates relative to whites opens up space in the

admitted cohort for both black and white applicants, suggesting that these estimates may somewhat

overstate the e¤ect of the ban on black admission rates. I therefore compute an adjusted estimate of

the e¤ect of the ban on the black admission rate at each UC school by using the UC-speci�c coe¢ cients

of each regression to compute a probit latent variable value for each black and white pre-ban applicant

according to post-ban criteria, and then adding a constant to every applicant�s value until the mean

predicted admission probability across applicants equals the actual admission rate observed among

these applicants.22 These estimates are reported in the bottom row of each panel of Table II. The

resulting estimates are only 3 to 5 percentage points lower than the DDD estimates reported above.

The identifying assumption of the DDD regression in column (4) is that any post-minus-pre changes

in the unobserved strength of black applicants relative to white applicants was not local to applicants

to UC schools. Applicants choose which schools to apply to, so one may be concerned that the

21The DDD speci�cation is Pr (ADMITTEDist) = �(Xi� + �1BLACKi + �2BLACKi � POSTt + �3BLACKi �
UCs + �4BLACKi � POSTt � UCs + st), where UCs is an indicator for whether the application was submitted to
the UC school being analyzed and st is a vector of school-year �xed e¤ects. I weight applications so that each school
carries equal weight in each time period (pre-ban and post-ban).
22Adding a constant is a way to vary selectivity uniformly across applicants. I obtain similar results using an

alternative method: using the UC-speci�c coe¢ cients to rank pre-ban applicants and then �admitting� the N highest-
ranked applicants, where N equals the total number of black and white pre-ban EALS applicants that the UC school
admitted.
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ban induced di¤erential selection across races into UC applicant pools such that post-ban blacks were

relatively much weaker on unobserved admission determinants like recommendation letter strength. I

address this �rst by augmenting Equation (1) with an additional �inferred strength�control, which is

based on independent admission decisions akin to Dale and Krueger (2002). Preferences of admission

o¢ ces are highly correlated across law schools; Figure I and Online Appendix Figure III showed this

to be the case for directly observed applicant characteristics (LSAT, GPA, and race).23 All top

law schools solicit and are believed to value applicant characteristics like recommendation letters,

leadership experience, and a background of no criminal behavior or academic dishonesty. I proxy

for such commonly-valued unobserved admission determinants using the intuition that if an applicant

predicted to be rejected based on LSAT, GPA, and race is in fact consistently admitted across schools

in the EALS, this applicant is likely strong on unobserved characteristics like recommendation letters.

Speci�cally, I construct an �inferred strength�variable for an application submitted by applicant i to

school s equal to the mean across all applications submitted by applicant i to schools other than s of

residuals from within-school regressions of admission on LSAT, GPA, race indicators, and time-period

�xed e¤ects.24 Online Appendix Figure V illustrates the incremental predictive power of this inferred

strength variable.

Column (6) of Table II reports the results of repeating the DDD speci�cation of column (4) with

the additional linear control of inferred strength. Both the Berkeley and UCLA results are nearly

unchanged: a negative DDD e¤ect of 34 percentage points, implying 30 percentage point (roughly

50%) declines in the black admission rate after accounting for space-opening e¤ects. These are my

preferred estimates because this speci�cation uses all of the controls that are available for the full

sample. These declines were much larger than those estimated in the EALS at any non-UC school, so

the empirical p value of each of these declines across non-UC schools is 0. Dividing these 30 percentage

point declines by the mean percentage point advantage enjoyed by pre-ban black applicants over whites

with similar observed characteristics (detailed below in Section IV), these DDD estimates imply the

ban reduced black-white admission rate di¤erences by 59% at Berkeley and 56% at UCLA.

Finally, one may yet be concerned about di¤erential selection on admission determinants that are

speci�c to UC schools. A leading candidate for such a determinant is California residency, which

23Characteristics that are valued inconsistently across admissions o¢ ces include the applicant�s geographic preference
and intended legal specialty.
24Speci�cally, I �t: Pr (ADMITTEDist) = �(�1LSATi+�2GPAi+�3BLACKi+�4HISPANICi+�5ASIANi+t)

separately for each of seventeen schools in the EALS main sample and in each of two time periods (pre-ban and post-ban).
I use all races here so that I can duplicate Table II in the online appendix for all races using the same underlying data.
The resulting inferred strength variable ranges from -1 to 1. To �exibly handle the small share of applicants who applied
to only one school, I assign their applications the same arbitrary inferred strength value and include an indicator for
these applicants in all regressions where inferred strength is used.
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positively predicts admission to UC schools in the EALS. Column (7) reports DD results including

the California residency indicator as an additional control, using all applications for which the variable

is available (see Section II.B). The estimates are similar to those of column (5), which uses the same

speci�cation but excludes California residency. I conclude that the a¢ rmative action ban caused a

large reduction in black admission advantages over similarly-credentialed whites at UC schools in the

EALS.

Online Appendix Table III replicates Table II using applications from all races (white, black,

Hispanic, and Asian); the results are very similar to those in Table II. Online Appendix Table IV

replicates Online Appendix Table III while also fully interacting covariates Xi with race indicators,

the post-ban indicator, and the non-UC indicator; the DD results are somewhat larger in magnitude

(more negative) than those in Table II. Finally and for general reference, Online Appendix Table V

displays OLS estimates of admission regressed on LSAT, GPA, race indicators, and school-year �xed

e¤ects for each school type and time period.

IV Continued Racial Disparities under the Ban

The previous section used di¤erence-in-di¤erences regressions to show that the ban substantially re-

duced black-white admission rate di¤erences at Berkeley and UCLA, conditional on applicant char-

acteristics. This section uses cross-sectional regressions to quantify continued black-white admission

rate di¤erences. It also sets the stage for Section V�s discussion of mechanisms by discussing what

kind of information may have been required in order to achieve the estimated post-ban di¤erences.

IV.A Average Conditional Admission Rate Di¤erences

Table III uses cross-sectional regressions among EALS applicants to report estimates of black-white

admission rate di¤erences at Berkeley and UCLA, conditional on observed covariates and averaged

over the empirical distribution of black applicants�covariate levels. Panel B reports estimates using

only post-ban applicants to each school and is the focus of this section; for reference, panel A repeats

the analysis using pre-ban applicants. In order to obtain con�dence intervals that lie inside the range

of zero to one, bootstrapped 95% con�dence intervals are reported below each estimate, based on one

thousand bootstrapped samples for each school-time period.

Column (1) reports the actual observed black admission rate. Column (2) reports the hypothetical

black admission rate estimated to prevail if all applicants were subjected to observed white admission

standards. Column 3 reports the di¤erence between columns (1) and (2), which I call the �average

conditional admission rate di¤erence�between blacks and whites because it is the estimated di¤erence
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in admission rates between black applicants and observationally identical white applicants, averaged

over the empirical distribution of black applicants.

I use the cross-sectional analogue to di¤erence-in-di¤erences Equation (1) to compute the estimates

in column (2) of the hypothetical black admission rate under observed white admission standards. For

each school and time period, I estimate the probit regression:

(2) Pr (ADMITTEDit) = �(Xi�+ �1BLACKi + t)

where Xi is a vector of LSAT, GPA, and inferred strength based on independent admission decisions

(see Section III.C for its de�nition and motivation) and t are year �xed e¤ects. I then use only

the estimated coe¢ cient vector �̂ and the year �xed e¤ects to compute a probit latent variable

value for each applicant, and then to account for the fact that a decline in the black admission

rate opens up space in the admitted cohort, I add a constant to every applicant�s value until the

mean predicted admission probability across applicants equals the actual admission rate among these

applicants. Results are similar when omitting inferred strength.25

Panel B reports that whereas Berkeley actually admitted 31% of post-ban black applicants in

the EALS, 13% are predicted to have been admitted under observed white admission standards.

At UCLA, the estimates are 41% and 21%, respectively. These average conditional admission rate

di¤erences of 18 percentage points and 20 percentage points are very statistically signi�cant; the actual

black admission rate is higher than the hypothetical black admission rate in each of the one thousand

bootstrapped samples of post-ban Berkeley applications (i.e. bootstrapped p < 0:001) and in all but

one of the one thousand bootstrapped samples of post-ban UCLA applications (i.e. bootstrapped

p = 0:001).

IV.B Maximum Conditional Admission Rate Di¤erences

Applicants with very strong non-racial covariates (LSAT, GPA, and inferred strength) are accepted at

near 100% rates regardless of race, and applicants with very weak non-racial covariates are accepted

at near 0% rates regardless of race. Thus at either extreme, the black-white admission rate di¤erence

is nearly zero. But at intermediate covariate levels where applicants are neither all accepted nor all

rejected (�the accept/reject margin�), black-white admission rate di¤erences can be large. The average

conditional admission rate di¤erences reported above are an average among near-zero admission rate

di¤erences and large admission rate di¤erences, re�ecting the empirical distribution of black applicants�

25 I do not include the California residency indicator as a control because it is unavailable for about half of the post-ban
period. I obtain similar results when I include Hispanics and Asians in the regression along with Hispanic and Asian
indicators.
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covariate levels. This subsection estimates the largest black-white admission rate di¤erence across

covariate levels, which I call the �maximum conditional admission rate di¤erence�� intuitively equal

to the black-white admission rate di¤erence among applicants who are on the margin of being accepted

or rejected. I now formalize and discuss how these estimates have implications for the information

used in admissions.

The maximum conditional admission rate di¤erence can be easily visualized when considering only

a scalar index of non-racial covariates. Figure IV displays probit-�tted post-ban black and white

�admission rules� in academic strength, exactly as done in Figure Ic for pre-ban applicants.26 The

vertical distance between each school�s black and white admission rules is an estimate of the black-white

admission rate di¤erence at each level of academic strength (equal to the probit marginal e¤ect on the

black indicator in Equation 2). The �gure shows that at intermediate levels of academic strength, the

estimated black-white admission rate di¤erence is large. Intuitively, the ability of academic strength

to predict within-race admission decisions (see Figure I) implies that admission rules are steep rather

than �at, which is necessary for the econometrician to observe much larger black-white di¤erences at

intermediate levels of academic strength than at the extremes.

Column (4) of Table III presents estimates of the maximum conditional admission rate between

blacks and whites, when Equation (2) is once again estimated using LSAT, GPA, and inferred strength

as non-racial covariates. As a benchmark, Panel A reports that the maximum conditional admission

rate di¤erence in pre-ban admissions is estimated at 99 percentage points for both Berkeley and

UCLA.27 Panel B reports that in post-ban admissions, the estimated maximum di¤erences are 57

percentage points and 69 percentage points, respectively, with lower bounds on the 95% con�dence

intervals of 37 and 33 percentage points and upper bounds of 76 percentage points and 99 percentage

points, respectively.28

IV.C Discussion of Maximum Conditional Admission Rate Di¤erences

Though it is a simple and potentially obvious point, I now explain how the large conditional admission

rate di¤erences estimated above can be informative of the racial information used in admissions, similar

to an assessment made in the most recent Supreme Court a¢ rmative action case (see Section V.C).

Let X continue to denote the vector of observed characteristics that determine admission (LSAT,

GPA, and inferred strength), BLACK denote the black indicator, and U denote a vector of every
26That is, I estimate Equation (2) when Xi contains only the academic strength variable and then plot predicted

admission probabilities for each race at each level of academic strength.
27Maximum conditional di¤erences are 99 percentage points even when using academic strength as the only non-racial

covariate, as depicted visually in Figure Ic.
28These maximum conditional di¤erences are slightly smaller when using academic strength as the only non-racial

covariate; see the notes to Figure IV for these estimates.
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other characteristic that determines admission.29 Consider the null hypothesis that race is not used

in admissions. The null can be stated as: there exists a �total strength�function s(:;: ) such that the

admission process can be represented as ADMITTEDi = 1(s(Xi;Ui) > 0).30 That is, admission

is an arbitrary function of observed non-racial admission determinants X and unobserved non-racial

admission determinants U but not of the black indicator BLACK.

Hence when race is not used in admissions, the black-white admission rate di¤erence at any par-

ticular value of the observables X = x equals the fraction of blacks with strong enough unobservables

to be admitted, minus the fraction of whites with strong enough unobservables to be admitted:

E (ADMITTEDijBLACKi = 1;Xi = x)� E (ADMITTEDijBLACKi = 0;Xi = x)(3)

= FWHITES;X=x(0)� FBLACKS;X=x(0)

where FWHITES;X=x(
:) and FBLACKS;X=x(:) denote the cumulative distribution functions of total

strength s(x;U) for whites and blacks, respectively. This one-to-one correspondence under the null

between black-white di¤erences in the outcome and black-white di¤erences in the share of people with

strong unobservables is unique to binary outcomes like admission.31 I refer to the right-hand side of

Equation (3) as the �black-white stochastic dominance�along unobserved admission determinants U

at a speci�c covariate value x that is implied under the null.

To connect the algebra here to the terminology used in the empirical analysis above, the left-hand

side of Equation (3) is the �conditional black-white admission rate di¤erence�at a speci�c covariate

value x. The previous subsection presented estimates of the maximum conditional admission rate

di¤erence across all values of X in the EALS. With su¢ cient data, one would ideally estimate the

maximum conditional black-white admission rate di¤erence non-parametrically by binning applicants

into �ne cells based on non-racial observables X, computing black-white admission rate di¤erences

within each cell, and �nding the maximum di¤erence across cells. Because the EALS has limited

observations when cutting the data by school, race, and covariate levels, the previous subsection made

the probit functional form assumption with covariates entering linearly, which Section II.D suggests

is reasonable in the EALS.

Empirically, conditional black-white di¤erences can sometimes be too large to have been plausi-

29Empirical results are very similar when excluding inferred strength from X. Excluding inferred strength from X
implies that U includes every admission determinant outside of LSAT and GPA, rather than just those that are weighted
uniquely weakly or strongly by UC admissions o¢ ces relative to non-UC admissions o¢ ces.
30The choice of zero as the admission threshold is without loss of generality.
31 In particular, no such stochastic dominance condition holds for outcomes with an in�nite range like earnings. As

an extreme hypothetical example, a large black-white di¤erence in mean earnings can be generated by an unobservable
that causes an arbitrarily small fraction of one race to found blockbuster internet start-ups. Of course, the stochastic
dominance condition holds for binary earnings outcomes such as having earnings above a certain threshold.
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bly achieved using non-racial characteristics. For example, Table III reported that the maximum

conditional black-white admission rate di¤erence in pre-ban Berkeley and UCLA admissions was 99

percentage points, with relatively tight 95% con�dence intervals. Under the null hypothesis of no

use of race, the share of blacks with strong enough unobservables to be admitted must have been 99

percentage points larger than the corresponding share of whites. It seems highly unlikely that any

combination of non-racial variables could be constructed to predominate so completely and exclusively

among one race� strongly suggesting that pre-ban admission o¢ ces used race.

To clarify what drives large maximum conditional black-white di¤erences empirically, it is worth

noting that although the use of race was part of pre-ban admission o¢ ces�stated policies, there was

nothing inevitable about the econometrician observing a near-100-percentage-point di¤erence in the

data. For example, if admission o¢ ces had weighted unobserved non-racial covariates (e.g. preferred

legal specialty) heavily in the admission process, the non-racial covariates available in the EALS

(LSAT, GPA, and inferred strength) would have done a worse job of predicting within-race admission

decisions, causing the econometrician to observe more moderate admission rates at all covariate levels

and thus smaller maximum black-white di¤erences. Visually, the admission rules in Figure Ic would

have been �atter, reducing the maximum vertical distance between black and white admission rules.

The intuition is that powerful non-racial observables can allow the econometrician to observe the

marginal cases in which race is decisive.

Reported in Table III, the maximum conditional black-white di¤erences in post-ban admission

rates are estimated at 57 percentage points at Berkeley and 63 percentage points at UCLA, with 95%

con�dence lower bounds close to 35 percentage points and upper bounds above 75 percentage points.

These point estimates are large but at least more plausibly generated without the use of race or other

prohibited factors. In the next subsection, I use auxiliary datasets to discuss the types of admission

factors other than race that could have generated such large di¤erences. Before doing so, it is worth

noting that one could attempt to test the no-use-of-race null hypothesis in post-ban admissions with

the Altonji, Elder, and Taber (2005) method for evaluating selection bias. Applied here, their exercise

suggests that post-ban admission o¢ ces used race, but the admissions context would appear to violate

the method�s assumptions, so I do not pursue that strategy.32

32Roughly speaking in the current setting, Altonji et al. ask: would the econometrician still observe a black-white
admission rate gap if unobserved determinants of admission were as correlated with being black as the observed de-
terminants (LSAT, GPA, and inferred strength) are? The inferred strength variable is nearly orthogonal to race as
constructed, but the strong negative correlation between black status and both LSAT and GPA (see Table I and Appen-
dix Figures I and III) would suggest that, if anything, Table III underestimates the magnitude of black-white admission
rate gaps. However, this exercise may be particularly unsuited to the present analysis because there are legal unobserved
characteristics (e.g. low family income) that are known to correlate strongly positively with black status, unlike LSAT
and GPA.
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IV.D Black-Correlates Available to Admission o¢ ces

Useful for the next section�s discussion of mechanisms, I now investigate the type of applicant infor-

mation that post-ban admission o¢ ces may have been able to use to generate 63-percentage-point

di¤erences in black and white admission rates. The correlations presented here derive from data from

outside the EALS and do not necessarily re�ect the information listed on EALS applications, so this

exploration must be viewed purely as providing basic context for interpreting the empirical results and

not as testing hypotheses of actual admission o¢ ce behavior.

The ban prohibited the use of race in admissions but allowed admission o¢ ces to increase admis-

sions weight on characteristics correlated with black status (�black-correlates�) that have plausible

non-racial justi�cation such as low family income.33 A somewhat-coarse family income variable is

available in a dataset closely related to the EALS: individual-level data on matriculants at the top

�fty-two law schools in 1991.34 Overall in this auxiliary dataset, the maximum black-white stochastic

dominance in family income is 26 percentage points; within academic strength terciles, that maximum

is 37 percentage points.35

Post-ban application forms contained other black-correlates that admission o¢ ces could have been

used to legally increase black-white stochastic dominance along dimensions omitted from the EALS.

Before the ban, Berkeley gave applicants ten short unconnected prompts for the personal statement,

eight of which did not refer to diversity or disadvantages. Immediately after the ban and ever since,

all ten were replaced by a single lengthy one that invited applicants to discuss their contributions to

�the diversity of the entering class� and their backgrounds including �a personal or family history

of cultural, educational, or socioeconomic disadvantage�(see Online Appendix Figure VI). In 1998,

Berkeley added a full-page socioeconomic questionnaire to its application form requesting information

33This was not written in the text of the a¢ rmative action ban, but this is almost certainly true based both on court
rulings and on the fact that various UC schools took clear and immediate steps to increase admissions weight on black-
correlates and were not litigated for noncompliance. Note that this follows legal distinctions made in discrimination
lawsuits: �disparate treatment�(i.e. the direct use of race) in regulated decisions is always illegal, and policies that have
racially �disparate impacts�(i.e. that substantially bene�t one race over another) are typically considered illegal unless
those policies have su¢ cient non-racial justi�cation (Siskin and Trippi 2005; Selmi 2006).
34The dataset is called the Bar Passage Study (BPS) and was released by the Law School Admission Council� the same

administrative entity that originally compiled the data in the EALS. LSAC required consent by schools and individuals
for the BPS, so the full dataset contains approximately 27,000 of the 40,000 matriculants to U.S. law schools in 1991
(Wightman 1998). The data indicate law school tier; I con�ne attention to the most elite category. The data contain
each matriculant�s race, LSAT score, undergraduate GPA, and family income in �ve bins that capture substantial racial
di¤erences: from lowest income to highest income, the �ve bins contain 7%, 18%, 35%, 34%, and 6% of black students
and 1%, 6%, 27%, 51%, and 15% of white students. The data do not contain information on law school applications or
the undergraduate institution attended.
35 I construct academic strength in the BPS the same way I construct it in the EALS: the standardized sum of

standardized LSAT and standardized undergraduate GPA. Within academic strength quartiles, the maximum is 38
percentage points. Terciles are de�ned using black applicants only; when de�ning terciles using whites as well, the
maximum is 33 percentage points.
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such as college attendance rates of high-school friends and whether the applicant was raised by a single

parent. Beginning in 2001, UCLA solicited declarations of interest in a Critical Race Studies program

and instituted admission preference for interested applicants.

Post-ban application forms may also have contained strong black-correlates that would almost

certainly be illegal to use in admissions because they lack plausible non-racial justi�cation. At

least Berkeley was stripped of the applicant race question from the application form (the application

stated the page was diverted to a UC statistical o¢ ce instead), and these schools rarely interviewed

candidates, but extracurricular group participation listed on applicant résumés may have contained

strong racial information. To investigate this, a research assistant used only pictures and names

to subjectively identify as many black students as possible in the 1998 and 2004 yearbooks of the

elite college, as well as a similar number of non-Hispanic white students.36 The RA then used the

student-provided information listed in the yearbooks to code whether the student was awarded a GPA-

based honor and the number of extracurricular groups the student participated in that were explicitly

dedicated to black issues or culture. Overall in this auxiliary dataset, I �nd that 72% of the elite

college�s black students participated in a black-focused extracurricular group, compared to 0% of white

students; within the 60% of the sample that listed any GPA-based honor, the �gures are 84% and

0%.37 Applicant name (Bertrand and Mullainathan 2004; Fryer and Levitt 2004) may have provided

additional racial information.

V Mechanisms

The previous two sections established this paper�s core empirical results: the a¢ rmative action ban

substantially reduced but far from eliminated black-white admission rate di¤erences at Berkeley and

UCLA in the EALS. After considering whether changes in admission o¢ ce preferences were likely

responsible for these e¤ects, this section uses a simple framework to brie�y detail three informational

and legal mechanisms that can explain the results. The data do not single out the particular mecha-

nism (or mechanisms) that bound in practice. Instead, the focus of this section is on what one would

have to believe about the admission technology, university objective function, and enforcement regime

in order for each mechanism to explain the results and the consequent implications.

36The RA identi�ed 193 black students and then identi�ed a nearly equal number of white students by beginning
at a randomly chosen student in each yearbook and searching for white-looking students in regular intervals of printed
pictures.
37 In addition to restricting the sample to applicants who were more likely to be competitive at top law schools,

conditioning on the GPA-based honor excludes any �non-reporting� students who opted to report nothing in their
yearbook entries.
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V.A Changes in Constraints vs. Changes in Preferences

Both changes in constraints and changes in preferences can in principle explain changes in economic

behavior. Though preference changes are often considered unrealistic, they are plausible here because

UC administrators are formally employed by the State of California to ful�ll constitutional mandates,

including abiding by the a¢ rmative action ban. In particular, UC administrators could have volun-

tarily abandoned preferences for racially diverse cohorts in the wake of the ban, or a¢ rmative action

proponents could simply have been replaced with a¢ rmative action opponents.

The actions that Berkeley and UCLA admission o¢ ces took to collect and weight black-correlates

in admissions after the ban (see Section IV.D) suggest that they continued to value racial diversity

and searched for ways to increase it. Contemporary quotes corroborate this assessment. UC ad-

ministrators strongly opposed the ban: as the California political climate turned against a¢ rmative

action in 1995, the UC president, UC vice-presidents, and the chancellor of each UC campus united to

�unanimously urge, in the strongest possible terms,�the continuation of a¢ rmative action.38 Berke-

ley�s dean added �The need to diversify the legal profession is not a vague liberal ideal: it is an

essential component to the administration of justice.�39 The day after voters approved the ban, the

UC president announced that the question facing the university was �How do we establish new paths

to diversity consistent with the law?�40 One year after the ban, Berkeley�s dean launched an audit

of policies and procedures �to see whether we can achieve greater diversity� after �dire� admission

results.41 UC administrators were not systematically replaced in the subsequent years; for example

Berkeley�s dean and the UC president continued in their posts through 2000 and 2003, respectively.

Christopher Edley, a vocal proponent of a¢ rmative action and formal adviser to President Bill Clinton

on the topic, has served as Berkeley�s dean since 2004.

V.B Constrained Behavior

Assuming stable preferences, the empirical results reject the possibility that admission o¢ ces were

unconstrained by the ban. Three mechanisms in a very simple model can explain the �ndings. The

model adopts the basic setup of recent models of legal avoidance (Chan and Eyster 2003; Fryer, Loury,

and Yuret 2007; Epple, Romano, and Sieg 2008) and considers alternative enforcement mechanisms

381995 �Statement Supporting A¢ rmative Action by UC President, Chancellors, and Vice Presidents�,
http://www.development.umd.edu/Diversity/Response/Action/policy.
391995 press release, http://www.berkeley.edu/news/berkeleyan/1995/0524/regents.html. (Recall that �Berkeley�

and �UCLA�always refer in this paper to these campuses�law schools.)
401996 �Letter from President Richard C. Atkinson to the University Community Re: Passage of Proposition 209�,

http://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/news/
article/20607.
411997 Berkeley press release, http://berkeley.edu/news/berkeleyan/1997/0820/kay.html.
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within this single framework. See Appendix B for a formal exposition and Online Appendix Figure

7 for an illustration. The key assumptions are that admission o¢ ces have preferences only over the

racial diversity and the aggregate non-racial applicant strength (some combination of LSAT, GPA, rec-

ommendation letters, etc.) of admitted cohorts; whites stochastically dominate blacks along non-racial

strength (consistent with schools practicing a¢ rmative action and with the empirical distributions of

LSAT and GPA across races in the EALS); admission o¢ ces can admit applicants on a combination of

non-racial applicant strength and a binary signal of black status; admission o¢ ces can admit a �xed

number of applicants; and applicant pools are held constant for simplicity.

(i) Diluted Racial Information. First, the ban may have placed no binding legal constraint

on admission o¢ ces�s use of race or other illegal admission factors like black extracurricular group

participation, for example because courts may not be able to observe how decisions are arrived at

behind closed doors. Instead, the ban may have substantially diluted the signal of black status

available to admission o¢ ces, namely by stripping them of the applicant race question (as Berkeley�s

application form claims) and leaving them with access only to imperfect racial information gleaned

from other parts of the application. Relative to a pure signal of black status, a diluted black signal

increases the opportunity cost of admitting black applicants: admission o¢ ces must forego more non-

racial strength in order to admit each additional black student, because by valuing the diluted black

signal, admission o¢ ces will sometimes admit weak white applicants or reject strong black applicants.

If preferences for racial diversity are not Gi¤en, a ban will cause admission o¢ ces to substitute away

from racial diversity and toward non-racial strength, admitting blacks at a lower rate than before the

ban but (as long as the diluted signal is not too weak) still at a higher rate than comparable whites.

Section IV.B estimated that post-ban admission o¢ ces used information in EALS admission deci-

sions that predominated among black applicants approximately 63 percentage points more than among

whites, and Section IV.D reported correlations from the elite college�s yearbooks that raise the possi-

bility that résumés contained additionally powerful black-correlates. The diluted racial information

mechanism implies that the purer was the black signal available to admission o¢ ces, the smaller was

the increase in the opportunity cost of admitting black applicants and thus the stronger the substi-

tutability between racial diversity and non-racial strength had to be in order for diluted information

to explain the large decline in black admission rates.

(ii) Whistleblower Threat. Second, post-ban admissions may have been forced through threat of

litigation to abstain from using strong black-correlates. The use of black-correlates like black-group

participation, black-sounding names, and revelations of black status through diversity essays would

almost certainly be judged illegal under the ban because they lack credible non-racial justi�cation, and
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courts may have been able to observe the use of such information through the testimony of insiders

with knowledge of how admission decisions were made (�whistle blowers�). Such a constraint would

generate a larger increase in the opportunity cost to admitting black applicants than the diluted racial

information mechanism, thus requiring weaker substitutability between racial diversity and aggregate

non-racial strength in order to explain the empirical results. This mechanism would imply that legal

black-correlates like low family income and diversity essays were strong enough to generate the large

estimated racial disparities under the ban.

(iii) Cap on Measurable Disparities. Third and similar to the enforcement assumption in Coate

and Loury (1993), the ban may have left the admission o¢ ce unconstrained in its access to and use

of racial information, so long as the black-white admission rate di¤erences that can be measured by

courts (e.g. conditional on LSAT, GPA, and inferred strength) were small enough to have plausibly

been generated legally. The rationale would be that courts may �nd it di¢ cult to observe the

information used in admissions and thus may instead infer noncompliance from the extremeness of

outcomes.42 For example in the admissions context, a court may judge that the 99-percentage-point

conditional black-white admission rate di¤erences estimated in pre-ban admissions are unlikely to have

been generated without the use of race, but that the approximately 63-percentage-point di¤erences

estimated in post-ban admissions could plausibly have been generated without the use of race. With

continued knowledge of applicant race, optimal admission o¢ ce behavior in the model is to reduce

such measurable black-white admission di¤erences down to the maximum level that could plausibly

be generated without race� but to nevertheless use race to achieve that level, in violation of the ban.

Thus a binding cap on measurable disparities would imply that post-ban admission o¢ ces continued

to use race or strong illegal black-correlates, but modestly enough to escape litigation.

V.C Judicial Record

The three possible mechanisms di¤er in their legal mechanisms: diluted racial information implies

that courts are powerless in enforcing a¢ rmative action bans, whistleblower threat implies that the

possibility of insider defection is strong, and a cap on measurable disparities implies that whistleblower

threat is weak but that the threat of enforcement based on measurable outcome disparities is strong

enough to limit noncompliance. Courts use a host of information in adjudicating discrimination

lawsuits in general, yet in the case of a¢ rmative action, the limited judicial record appears to have

placed special emphasis so far on the magnitude of measurable black-white admission rate di¤erences

42The evidentiary standard of proof in most discrimination and other civil cases is the �preponderance of the evidence�,
which is weaker than the �beyond reasonable doubt� standard used in criminal cases and which is often interpreted as
merely probably guilt.
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and implicitly on diluted racial information, rather than whistleblower threat.

First, the Supreme Court used conditional black-white di¤erences to gauge the use of race in its

most recent a¢ rmative action case: �In an attempt to quantify the extent to which the [University of

Michigan] Law School actually considers race in admission decisions,�expert witness testimony pro-

vided �cell-by-cell comparisons between applicants of di¤erent races�� where the cells were de�ned by

LSAT scores and undergraduate GPA, a non-parametric analogue to this paper�s Figure IV and Table

III� documenting that minority applicants �are given an extremely large allowance for admission�

(Opinion of the Court in Grutter v. Bollinger 2003, internal quotations removed). Second, dissenting

Supreme Court comments suggest that admission o¢ ces under a ban would �resort to camou�age�

by using participation in �minority group associations�and related information to sustain high black

admission rates �through winks, nods, and disguises.�43 This suggests that regulated admission o¢ ces

would have to construct (possibly imperfect) racial proxies but could not be stopped from using illegal

admission factors. Third, a kind of whistleblower report on alleged Proposition 209 noncompliance

entitled �Report on Suspected Malfeasance in UCLA Admissions and the Accompanying Cover-Up�

written by a former UCLA admissions faculty overseer (not himself an admission o¢ cer) has not led

to litigation in the four years since its release, to the best of my knowledge (Groseclose 2008).

V.D Broader Predictions and Implications

This paper�s empirical analysis deals exclusively with admission decisions in the EALS. However,

the framework utilized in this section can in principle apply to other binary decisions governed by

nondiscrimination mandates. Future empirical evidence could suggest whether each of the three

enforcement regimes detailed above is quantitatively important outside of admissions.

Under a diluted information regime in which selectors have free reign to use their racial information

and holding all else equal, one may expect smaller black-white di¤erences when courts can deprive

selectors of racial information (e.g. disallowing an applicant race question on a credit card application)

than when it cannot (e.g. hiring). Under the whistleblower threat regime in which a knowledgeable

insider can blow the whistle on the use of race, one may expect smaller black-white di¤erences when

a group makes a collective decision (e.g. a corporate board hiring a CEO) than when an individual

makes one (e.g. a CEO hiring a manager), as well as when a �rm operates on a large scale rather than

43Without recourse to a¢ rmative action, �institutions of higher education may resort to camou�age. For example,
schools may encourage applicants to write of their cultural traditions in the essays they submit, or to indicate whether
English is their second language. Seeking to improve their chances for admission, applicants may highlight the minority
group associations to which they belong, or the Hispanic surnames of their mothers or grandparents...If honesty is the
best policy, surely Michigan�s accurately described, fully disclosed College a¢ rmative action program [sic] is preferable
to achieving similar numbers through winks, nods, and disguises�(Ginsberg dissent, joined by Souter, Gratz v. Bollinger
539 U.S. 244 2003).
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a small scale. Under the capped measurable disparity regime in which courts�ability to enforce a

nondiscrimination mandate is limited by its ability to observe large black-white outcome di¤erences,

one may expect smaller black-white di¤erences when courts have access to powerful observables (e.g.

in mortgage lending, where courts have access to Home Mortgage Disclosure Act data on the universe

of individual mortgage applications) than when it does not (e.g. hiring).

Answers could suggest policy changes. Under the capped measurable disparity regime, reporting

requirements such as the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act can improve a court�s ability to observe large

black-white di¤erences in outcomes and thus �nd a defendant at fault for noncompliance. Under the

whistleblower threat regime, enhanced protections and incentives for whistleblowers could be valuable.

But under the diluted information regime, policymakers may be limited in their ability to strengthen

nondiscrimination law enforcement (e.g. because few employers could be deprived of applicant race

information) and may instead choose to pursue other policies to narrow black-white outcome di¤erences

such as promoting skill formation (Heckman 1998, Loury 1998).

VI Conclusion

Debates over a¢ rmative action hinge in part on schools�ability and willingness to avoid an a¢ rmative

action ban. This paper used application-level data on a large sample of graduates from an elite

college in order to estimate the e¤ect of the UC a¢ rmative action ban on admission outcomes at UC

Berkeley and UCLA law schools. The novelty of the analysis derived from having data on applications

from before and after the ban and with rich enough covariates and independent screens (decisions at

non-UC schools) to control for selective attrition and non-racial applicant strength. I found that the

a¢ rmative action ban reduced the black admission rate from 61% to 31%, well above the 8% rate that

would prevail under observed white admission standards. Observed black admission advantages at

intermediate credential levels were as large as 99 percentage points before the ban and 63 percentage

points after the ban.

The results have several implications. Despite the potential enforcement frictions, mandating

nondiscrimination in university admissions� a prominent part of the modern economy in which se-

lectors use race� can substantially constrain the use of race behind closed doors. Simulations of

a¢ rmative action bans should assume large continued black-white admission disparities under a ban.

Maintaining racial diversity under a ban may require forcing schools to sacri�ce substantially more non-

racial applicant strength than the schools themselves desire, potentially bearing on how �workable�

are the alternatives to a¢ rmative action and hence the practice�s constitutionality. Methodologically,

real-world cross-sectional data can in certain circumstances be rich enough to reveal discrimination.
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Online Appendix A: Details of EALS Data Coding

The �rst application year�s LSAT scores are in a more compact scale than all other years�, and I
convert them to the modern scale using percentile rank. I de-mean GPA by year to account for modest
grade in�ation over time. I code �Chicano/Mexican-American�, �Hispanic�, and �Puerto Rican�as
Hispanic. Undergraduate major is available in some years� raw data; it has low statistical power
in subsamples and its use would limit the years available for analysis so I omit it. The admission
decision for a small percentage of accepted students is classi�ed as rejected when the applicant in fact
accepted and deferred an admission o¤er. The relatively minor importance of this measurement error
is suggested visually in Figure Ib, where actual admission rates are close to 100% at high levels of
academic strength, rather than plateauing at a smaller number; admission rates are closer to 100%
when inferred strength is also used to rank applicants. Year of college graduation is available in all
years; I omit it for simplicity but every result holds when also controlling for a quartic in graduation
year. The only other information in the raw data are indicators for whether the applicant took the
LSAT more than once, whether the applicant withdrew an application before an admission decision
was made, and whether the applicant accepted an admission o¤er. I exclude withdrawn applications
from the analysis, and I do not have su¢ cient power to analyze matriculation decisions.

The raw data do not contain applicant identi�ers, so for each year I create applicant identi�ers by
treating as coming from the same applicant those applications that match on all of the application-
invariant variables; this is a powerful method in large part because GPA is coded to two decimal
places. I exclude the fewer than one percent of observations for which this implies that a single
applicant submitted multiple applications to the same school.

I do not include the University of Michigan in the group of �fteen most-applied-to schools because
it was subject to an a¢ rmative action ban during the sample. I do not analyze Michigan as a
treatment school because its bans were e¤ective during the sample only in 2001 and 2006 and I do not
have su¢ cient power to conduct year-by-year di¤erence-in-di¤erences. UC law schools at Davis and
Hastings as well as public Texas law schools received few applications in the EALS and similarly do
not permit robust inference.

Online Appendix B: A Simple Model of Behavior under an A¢ rmative Action
Ban

I use a simple version of recent avoidance models (Chan and Eyster 2003; Fryer, Loury, and Yuret
2007; Epple, Romano, and Sieg 2008) to characterize optimal admission o¢ ce behavior under an
a¢ rmative action ban, depending on the enforcement regime. The analysis uses terminology speci�c
to admission decisions under an a¢ rmative action ban but applies generally to acceptance decisions
under nondiscrimination laws.

(i) The Admission o¢ ce�s Maximization Problem. The simplest way to model the admission
o¢ ce�s maximization problem is to cast it as a simple two-good consumption problem: the admission
o¢ ce has concave preferences over the number of black applicants admitted r and the aggregate non-
racial strength of the admitted cohort. Each applicant is either black or white, the applicant pool is
the same pre-ban and post-ban, and all admitted students matriculate.44 The admission o¢ ce faces
a binding capacity constraint: it can admit no more than a �xed number �N of applicants and must
reject some applicants.

44 In a broader model where not all admitted students matriculate, the yield (the percentage of admitted students who
matriculate) may be a relevant margin for understanding admissions o¢ ce behavior. Using aggregate data covering all
applicants to UC law schools, the black yield at UCLA rose a few percentage points relative to the white yield after the
ban; at Berkeley it declined in the �rst year of the ban but then recovered the following year and rose slightly over time.
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The admission o¢ ce�s problem is:

max
r;s

u (r; s) s.t. N (r; s) � �N

where N (r; s) is the minimum number of applicants that must be admitted in order to deliver r black
admits and s aggregate non-racial strength. N (r; s) is an implicit function of the joint distribution
of race and non-racial strength in the applicant pool. The admission o¢ ce faces a tradeo¤ in that the
admission rule that maximizes the number of black admits is not the one that maximizes aggregate
non-racial strength.

The admission o¢ ce can admit applicants on the basis of two pieces of information: non-racial
strength si and a binary signal BLACKSIGNALi 2 f0; 1g of black status. The optimal admission
rule can always be characterized as a �rank-and-yank� rule that admits the �N applicants that have
highest rank according to:

ranki = si + �BLACKSIGNALi

where � is chosen to maximize admission o¢ ce utility. This is true because for any number of
admitted blacks, the admission o¢ ce maximizes aggregate non-racial strength by adopting a threshold
rule within each black signal whereby the only admitted applicants are black-signalled applicants
with non-racial strength above some s�BLACKSIGNAL=1 and white-signalled applicants with non-racial
strength above some s�BLACKSIGNAL=0. Rank-and-yank implements any such pair of threshold rules
by setting weight � equal to s�BLACKSIGNAL=0 � s�BLACKSIGNAL=1.

(ii) A¢ rmative Action. When a¢ rmative action is not banned, the admission o¢ ce is permit-
ted arbitrary use of a pure signal of race in admission decisions. The black signal is pure in that
BLACKSIGNALi = 1 if and only if applicant i is black. Online Appendix Figure VIIa illustrates
a feasible pair of optimal admission thresholds and illustrates its consequences for black and white
applicants. To de�ne the no-a¢ rmative-action benchmark, let s� be the level of non-racial strength
above which there are exactly �N applicants. This is the race-neutral threshold that would maximize
aggregate non-racial strength and corresponds to a rank-and-yank admission rule with � = 0. An
admission o¢ ce practicing a¢ rmative action chooses � > 0 and thus adopts a threshold admission rule
for blacks at s�BLACKSIGNAL=1 and a separate threshold for whites at s

�
BLACKSIGNAL=0. Relative to

the no-a¢ rmative-action benchmark, the admission o¢ ce practicing a¢ rmative action admits extra
blacks (the grid �ll pattern) and rejects extra whites (the solid �ll pattern).

Online Appendix Figure VIIc illustrates the a¢ rmative action budget set in (r; s) space for the
simple case of uniform distributions of non-racial strength within each race. The range of weights
� 2 [0;1) traces out the budget constraint (the solid curve). Point A is a potentially optimal bundle
under a¢ rmative action. The budget constraint is strictly convex because the �rst black applicant
admitted through a¢ rmative action is almost as strong as the white applicant that must be rejected
in order to make room. After that, stronger and stronger white applicants must be rejected to make
room for weaker and weaker black applicants.

(iii) Diluted Racial Information and Whistleblower Threat. The letter of an a¢ rmative action ban
prohibits the admission o¢ ce from using a pure signal of race in admission decisions but allows it to use
race-blind factors like low family income that correlate imperfectly with race and that have plausible
non-racial justi�cation. This could be implemented in two ways: by preventing the admission o¢ ce
from acquiring pure racial information on applicant race, or by the threat of litigation for using pure
racial information such as through an admission o¢ cer insider �blowing the whistle� and testifying
in court against the admission o¢ ce. Either way, implementation of the letter of the law dilutes the
usable racial information available to the admission o¢ ce.

I model this dilution as fraction pblack of black applicants and fraction pwhite of white appli-
cants possessing the binary signal BLACKSIGNALi, with pblack � pwhite < 1 and for simplicity
pblack; pwhite ? si. Online Appendix Figure VIIb illustrates that an admission o¢ ce placing weight
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on an impure black signal makes �mistakes�: the admission o¢ ce is forced to reject some applicants
that have higher non-racial strength than accepted applicants of the same race.

By forcing the admission o¢ ce to make mistakes, an a¢ rmative action ban raises the opportunity
cost of admitting black applicants. It can be easily shown that, in the analytically tractable case of
uniform distributions of non-racial strength within race,45 the dilution of black signal purity raises
the marginal rate of transformation of admitted blacks for non-racial strength by a factor that is
decreasing in the purity of the signal BLACKSIGNALi:

MRT
DI/WT
r;s

MRTAAr;s
=

1

(pblack � pwhite)2
> 1

The higher opportunity cost puts the diluted racial information and whistleblower threat (�DRI/WT�)
budget set in the interior of the a¢ rmative action budget set, illustrated by the constant-length dashed
line in Online Appendix Figure VIIc. As in any two-good consumption problem when the price of
one good rises, changes in the consumption bundle hinge on income and substitution e¤ects and are
indeterminate when utility is unspeci�ed. Unless preferences are Gi¤en, the optimal post-ban bundle
under diluted racial information or whistleblower threat involves fewer admitted black applicants.
Bundle B is one such possible bundle.46

(iv) Cap on Measurable Disparities. Online Appendix Figure VIIc also depicts an alternative
enforcement regime: unable to enforce the letter of the law because the information used in admissions
may be unobservable, courts may instead impose a de facto limit on the black-white admission rate
di¤erence that can be measured by courts (e.g. conditional on LSAT, GPA, and inferred strength)
or, equivalently here, the total number of admitted blacks. This constraint� whether known with or
without certainty by the admission o¢ ce� creates a kink in the admission o¢ ce�s budget constraint,
and the optimal response of a post-ban admission o¢ ce with a pure signal of race is to continue using
race, only more modestly than before the ban.47 This lands the admission o¢ ce at a bundle like C
where aggregate non-racial strength rises and the number of admitted blacks falls.

45Without this or a similar assumption, the budget set can be non-convex over some intervals.
46Earlier avoidance models put structure on the admissions o¢ ce�s preferences and thereby generate speci�c directional

predictions. In Chan and Eyster (2003), �r and �s enter separably and linearly. Under this and technology restrictions, the
admissions o¢ ce may respond to a ban by deliberately introducing idiosyncratic noise� an imperfect racial proxy when
blacks are concentrated at lower levels of the non-racial strength distribution� into admissions decisions and generate
non-Gi¤en outcomes. Fryer, Loury, and Yuret (2007) assume that the post-ban admissions o¢ ce uses imperfect racial
proxies to admit the same number of black applicants as it did pre-ban.
47Even if the de facto limit is not known with certainty, the admissions o¢ ce chooses the number of extra black

applicants that optimally trades o¤ diversity goals and litigation risk and then achieves that number using race in
admissions as if that number were the actual court-enforced maximum.
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Share of 

applicants

LSAT score                                   

(sd 6.7)

Undergraduate 

GPA                                               

(sd 0.33)

Academic 

strength                                   

(mean 0, sd 1) Admission rate

A. All Applicants (N = 5,353, collectively submitting 25,499 applications to top-17 schools)

White 60.8% 167.3 3.47 0.24 41%
Black 9.7% 159.9 3.15 -0.98 56%
Asian 19.4% 167.6 3.52 0.33 41%
Hispanic 10.1% 162.8 3.31 -0.48 39%

B. Applicants to Berkeley (N = 1,594)

White 56.6% 167.5 3.47 0.23 31%
Black 8.0% 160.8 3.13 -0.92 43%
Asian 24.2% 167.0 3.49 0.21 36%
Hispanic 11.3% 162.3 3.31 -0.53 34%

C. Applicants to UCLA (N = 777)

White 55.0% 165.4 3.38 -0.09 54%
Black 7.5% 159.6 3.03 -1.17 53%
Asian 24.5% 165.2 3.43 -0.06 60%
Hispanic 13.1% 159.8 3.23 -0.89 35%

Notes - Panel A lists mean applicant characteristics for the Elite Applications to Law School sample used in the 

paper.  The sample comprises the 5,353 applicants who together submitted 25,499 applications over seventeen 

years to Berkeley, UCLA, and the top-fifteen law schools that were never subject to an affirmative action ban.  

LSAT is the standardized test score used in law school admissions and ranges from 120 to 180.  Undergraduate 

grade point average is the cumulative undergraduate GPA on a 4.00 scale.  "Academic strength" is a scalar index 

of the strength of an applicant's academic credentials, equal to the standardized (mean zero and standard 

deviation one) sum of standardized LSAT and standardized GPA (see Figure I for the semi-parametric 

motivation).  Panels B and C list the same statistics for applicants to Berkeley only and UCLA only, respectively.  

Online Appendix Table I lists summary statistics on application behavior and comparisons to the nationwide 

population of law school applicants.

TABLE I

Mean Applicant Characteristics by Race



Dependent Variable:

(pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

A. Berkeley Difference-in-differences

Black × Post-ban -39.7 -31.8 -40.5 -35.5 -40.0 -33.9 -43.6

(6.8) (7.3) (5.4) (6.3) (5.3) (6.5) (5.5)

National trend controls x x x

Inferred strength control x x x

CA residency control x

N (applications) 1,029 17,329 1,029 17,329 1,029 17,329 779

Clusters (applicants) 1,029 3,754 1,029 3,754 1,029 3,754 779

Actual pre-ban black admission rate 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7

∆ implied by Black × Post-ban effect -34.2 -27.4 -35.7 -31.1 -35.6 -30.0 -39.7

B. UCLA Difference-in-differences

Black × Post-ban -48.1 -41.6 -35.3 -32.8 -35.0 -33.5 -31.1

(10.5) (10.4) (11.1) (11.0) (11.2) (11.1) (10.5)

National trend controls x x x

Inferred strength control x x x

CA residency control x

N (applications) 485 16,785 485 16,785 485 16,785 371

Clusters (applicants) 485 3,736 485 3,736 485 3,736 371

Actual pre-ban black admission rate 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5

∆ implied by Black × Post-ban effect -41.6 -35.9 -32.1 -29.2 -32.0 -30.2 -29.2

Notes - Each column reports a coefficient from a difference-in-differences (DD) regression using black and white 

applications in the Elite Applications to Law School dataset at Berkeley (panel A) or UCLA (panel B).  Standard errors 

clustered by applicant are in parentheses.  Columns (1)-(2) use OLS regressions while the remaining columns use 

probit regressions and report marginal effects averaged over the UC school's pre-ban black applicants.  The odd-

numbered columns use the DD specification of Equation (1): admission regressed on a black indicator, a black 

indicator interacted with a post-ban indicator, year fixed effects, LSAT, and GPA; column (5) additionally controls for 

inferred strength, and column (7) additionally controls for a California residency indicator that is available only for 

applications to UC schools and in certain years.  "Inferred strength" uses independent admission decisions to proxy for 

admission determinants like recommendation letters that are omitted from the EALS, similar to Dale and Krueger 

(2002); see Section III.B or Online Appendix Figure V for details.  The even-numbered columns use a DDD version of 

Equation (1) that controls for national trends by including in the regression all applications to the top-fifteen non-UC 

schools and by interacting the black indicator and the black-times-post-ban interaction with a UC school indicator; the 

coefficient on this latter interaction is reported.  These regressions include school-year fixed effects and are weighted 

so that each school receives equal weight in each time period (pre-ban and post-ban).  The final row in each panel 

reports estimates of the change in the admission rate that pre-ban black applicants are predicted to have experienced 

had the ban been effect, accounting for the space-opening effect of a decline in black admission rates.  Each estimate 

is computed by using the UC-specific coefficients of each regression to compute a probit latent variable value for each 

black and white pre-ban applicant according to post-ban criteria, and then adding a constant to every applicant's value 

until the mean predicted admission probability across applicants equals the actual admission rate observed among 

these applicants.  Online Appendix Tables III and IV replicate this table using alternative specifications.

TABLE II

Effect of the Ban on Black Admission Rates

OLS

Admission

Probit

(average marginal effect)



Actual black                  

admission rate

Hypothetical black 

admission rate under 

white coefficients

Average conditional 

black-white admission 

rate difference                              

(col. 1 minus col. 2)

Maximum conditional 

black-white admission 

rate difference across 

covariate values

(%) (%) (pp) (pp)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

A. Pre-ban

Berkeley 56.7 5.6 51.1 99.1

[43.6, 69.5] [1.2, 11.4] [38.7, 62.5] [97.1, 100.0]

UCLA 64.5 10.4 54.1 98.8

[46.7, 80.6] [2.2, 21.0] [37.0, 70.5] [92.5, 100.0]

B. Post-ban

Berkeley 31.3 13.5 17.8 56.8

[20.4, 43.4] [7.1, 20.6] [9.3, 27.0] [36.8, 75.6]

UCLA 40.7 21.1 19.6 68.7

[23.1, 60.0] [7.9, 37.6] [6.2, 34.1] [33.6, 98.9]

Notes - Each cell reports an estimate of either a black admission rate or a black-white admission rate 

difference using the Elite Applications to Law School dataset.  Ninety-five percent confidence intervals are 

computed using one thousand bootstrapped samples of each school-time period and are listed in brackets.  

Only black and white applications are used.  Column (1) lists the actual black admission rate in the specified 

school-time period.  Column (2) reports the black admission rate that is predicted to have prevailed if black 

applicants had been subjected to observed white admission standards, calculated by estimating Equation (2) 

which is a probit regression of admission on LSAT, GPA, inferred strength, a black indicator, and year fixed 

effects and then using the coefficients other than on the black indicator to predict admission probabilities for 

each applicant and accounting for the minor space-opening effect of a decline in black admission rates as 

described in Section IV.A (results are similar without the correction).  Reported estimates are means of these 

predict admission probabilities.  See Section III.C or Online Appendix Figure V for the definition of inferred 

strength; results are similar when omitting it.  Column (3) equals the difference between columns (2) and (1) 

and is an estimate of the average black-white admission rate difference for this school-time period's black 

applicants, conditional on observed covariates.  Empirically, applications with high levels of LSAT, GPA, and 

inferred strength are accepted at high rates regardless of race, and applications with low levels are accepted at 

low rates regardless of race.  But at intermediate covariate levels, the black-white admission rate difference is 

large.  Column (4) reports an estimate of the maximum black-white admission rate difference conditional on 

covariates, equal to largest probit marginal effect on the black indicator across covariate levels.  See Figure IV 

for an illustration of these maximum conditional differences and Figure Ib for an illustration of the 

reasonableness of the probit functional form in EALS decisions.

TABLE III

Black-White Admission Rate Differences in the Pre-ban and Post-ban Cross Sections



A. Application Behavior in the Full EALS Dataset, 1990-2006

Applications per applicant 5.7
Applications per applicant who applied to Berkeley or UCLA 7.8
Percent of applications sent to schools ranked 1-10 59%
Percent of applications sent to schools ranked 11-20 20%
Percent of applicants who applied to Berkeley 28%
Percent of applicants who applied to UCLA 14%

B. Applications and Applicants in the 17-School EALS Sample Used in the Paper

Applications 25,499
Applicants 5,353
Applications and applicants to Berkeley (7th-most in the 17-school sample) 1,594
Applications and applicants to UCLA (13th-most in the 17-school sample) 777

C. Mean Applicant Characteristics in the 17-School EALS Sample Used in the Paper and Nationwide

EALS

(sd) Nationwide

LSAT 166.2 151.5
(6.7)

GPA 3.43 3.16
(0.33)

White 60.8% 70.9%
Asian 19.4% 7.7%
Black 9.7% 12.4%
Hispanic 10.1% 9.1%

Post-ban 54.8%

ONLINE APPENDIX TABLE I

Application Behavior and Comparison of Applicant Characteristics

Notes - Panel A lists statistics on the application behavior of Elite Application to Law School applicants, using all complete 

observations (32,627 applications from 5,692 applicants).  The rankings refer to the rankings from the 1998 issue of U.S. 

News and World Report's "America's Best Graduate Schools", which ranked Berkeley seventh and UCLA seventeenth out 

of 174 law schools.  Panel B lists statistics on applications submitted to the seventeen law schools used in the paper; see 

the notes to Table I for details.  Panel C lists mean applicant characteristics.  The Nationwide column lists statistics for all 

U.S. law school applicants in application year 2000-2001, the closest available year to the midpoint of the EALS sample.  

LSAT is the standardized test score used in law school admissions and ranges from 120 to 180.  Undergraduate grade 

point average is the cumulative undergraduate GPA on a 4.00 scale.  "Hispanic" includes applicants classified as 

Chicano/Mexican-American, Hispanic, and Puerto Rican.  Post-ban is an indicator for the applicant applying to law school 

in application year 1996-1997 or later.  The 5.4% of EALS applicants who do not report race or list their race as American 

Indian/Alaskan Native, Canadian Aboriginal, or Other are omitted from EALS statistics in this table and all analyses.  The 

corresponding 7.9% of U.S. applicants are omitted from the U.S. applicant race percentages as well.  The nationwide data 

were collected from various tables at http://www.lsac.org/LSACResources/default.asp, accessed on 6/6/2010.



Pre-ban Post-ban Difference (pp)

White 40.6% 46.1% 5.5

Black 61.2% 63.0% 1.9

Difference (pp) 20.6 16.9 -3.6

 

Pre-ban Post-ban Difference (pp)

White 31.0% 33.9% 2.9

Black 56.7% 26.0% -30.6

Difference (pp) 25.7 -7.9 -33.6

-29.9

-52.8%

Pre-ban Post-ban Difference (pp)

White 48.0% 60.1% 12.2

Black 64.5% 32.4% -32.1

Difference (pp) 16.6 -27.7 -44.3

-40.7

-63.0%

ONLINE APPENDIX TABLE II

Effect of the Ban on Black Admission Rates

Admission Rates at Non-UC Schools

Admission Rates at Berkeley

Semi-Parametric Estimates

DDD estimate (percentage points):

DDD estimate, as % of pre-ban black admission rate:

Notes - This table constructs the semi-parametric difference-in-differences-in-differences (DDD) estimates of 

the change in black admission rates at Berkeley and UCLA reported in Section III.B.  Each pre-ban admission 

rate is an actual admission rate.  Each post-ban admission rate is a reweighted estimate of the admission 

rate that pre-ban applicants of each race and school are predicted to have experienced after the ban.  See 

the notes to Figure III for the reweighting procedure.  The differences computed in the DDD are between pre-

ban and post-ban periods, UC and non-UC schools, and black and white races.  The non-UC schools are the 

top-fifteen schools in the EALS that were never subject to an affirmative action ban.  See Table II for 

analogous parametric DDD estimates that account for the fact that a decline in black admission rates opens 

up space in the admitted cohort for members of both races.

Admission Rates at UCLA

DDD estimate (percentage points):

DDD estimate, as % of pre-ban black admission rate:



Dependent Variable:

(pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

A. Berkeley Difference-in-differences

Black × Post-ban -38.1 -30.8 -39.8 -34.8 -38.6 -32.7 -42.5

(6.9) (7.3) (5.6) (6.4) (5.5) (6.7) (5.8)

National trend controls x x x

Inferred strength control x x x

CA residency control x

N (applications) 1,594 24,722 1,594 24,722 1,594 24,722 1,197

Clusters (applicants) 1,594 5,324 1,594 5,324 1,594 5,324 1,197

Actual pre-ban black admission rate 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7

∆ implied by Black × Post-ban effect -34.6 -28.0 -36.5 -31.7 -36.0 -30.3 -40.1

B. UCLA Difference-in-differences

Black × Post-ban -45.4 -39.0 -35.9 -32.1 -35.1 -32.0 -33.2

(10.4) (10.5) (10.3) (10.8) (10.3) (10.8) (10.2)

National trend controls x x x

Inferred strength control x x x

CA residency control x

N (applications) 777 23,905 777 23,905 777 23,905 586

Clusters (applicants) 777 5,300 777 5,300 777 5,300 586

Actual pre-ban black admission rate 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5

∆ implied by Black × Post-ban effect -41.4 -35.5 -34.6 -30.4 -34.6 -30.9 -33.0

ONLINE APPENDIX TABLE III

Effect of the Ban on Black Admission Rates

Admission

OLS

Probit

(average marginal effect)

Notes - This table replicates Table II using applications from all races (black, white, Asian, and Hispanic).  The regressions 

underlying this table are the same as those underlying Table II except that the black indicator is replaced by a vector of black, 

Asian, and Hispanic indicators.

Using Applications from All Races



Dependent Variable:

(pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

A. Berkeley Difference-in-differences

Black × Post-ban -47.3 -40.6 -47.2 -46.0 -49.1 -47.7 -50.3

(7.1) (7.4) (4.8) (5.3) (4.6) (5.1) (4.7)

National trend controls x x x

Inferred strength control x x x

CA residency control x

N (applications) 1,594 24,722 1,594 24,722 1,588 24,716 1,192

Clusters (applicants) 1,594 5,324 1,594 5,324 1,588 5,318 1,192

Actual pre-ban black admission rate 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7 56.7

∆ implied by Black × Post-ban effect -42.9 -36.9 -44.2 -42.9 -44.5 -43.0 -45.6

B. UCLA Difference-in-differences

Black × Post-ban -46.0 -38.0 -44.9 -41.8 -44.7 -41.3 -46.4

(10.8) (10.8) (8.9) (9.7) (8.7) (9.8) (7.7)

National trend controls x x x

Inferred strength control x x x

CA residency control x

N (applications) 777 23,905 777 23,905 777 23,905 586

Clusters (applicants) 777 5,300 777 5,300 777 5,300 586

Actual pre-ban black admission rate 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5 64.5

∆ implied by Black × Post-ban effect -41.9 -34.6 -42.1 -38.9 -42.4 -38.8 -45.1

ONLINE APPENDIX TABLE IV

Effect of the Ban on Black Admission Rates

Admission

OLS

Probit

(average marginal effect)

Notes - This table replicates Table II using applications from all races (black, white, Asian, and Hispanic) and more controls.  

The regressions underlying this table are the same as those underlying Table II except for two changes.  First, the black 

indicator is replaced by a vector of black, Asian, and Hispanic indicators.  Second, each non-racial covariate (LSAT, GPA, 

inferred strength, and California residency, depending on the specification) is interacted with each of the DD or DDD 

variables (the vector of race indicators, the post-ban indicator, the UC-school indicator, and any interactions of these 

variables).  For example, column (1) regresses admission on LSAT, GPA, race indicators, year fixed effects, the race 

indicators interacted with the post-ban indicator, LSAT interacted with the post-ban indicator, GPA interacted with the post-

ban indicator, LSAT interacted with the race indicators, and GPA interacted with the race indicators.

Using Applications from All Races and Controlling for Full Interactions



Dependent Variable:

Pre-ban Post-ban Pre-ban Post-ban Pre-ban Post-ban

(pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp) (pp)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Black 64.2 56.4 77.4 31.9 64.7 19.0

(2.0) (2.0) (5.5) (4.8) (7.6) (7.9)

Hispanic 27.0 24.8 48.0 21.1 30.2 3.1

(2.5) (1.8) (6.0) (3.9) (8.4) (5.4)

Asian 4.1 -0.1 8.2 2.6 8.1 3.3

(1.4) (1.4) (3.4) (3.1) (4.5) (4.2)

LSAT (mean=0, sd=1) 22.8 25.2 24.2 17.5 28.1 28.9

(0.7) (0.6) (1.7) (1.4) (2.2) (2.0)

GPA (mean=0, sd=1) 23.4 19.9 22.3 21.6 20.2 19.3

(0.8) (0.9) (1.9) (1.6) (2.4) (2.1)

N (applications) 9,922 13,206 651 943 347 430

Clusters (applicants) 2,374 2,880 651 943 347 430

R-squared 0.444 0.450 0.441 0.363 0.497 0.525

UCLA

Admission

ONLINE APPENDIX TABLE V

Relationship between Admission and Race by School and Time Period

Notes - This table reports coefficient estimates in percentage point units from OLS regressions of admission on 

race indicators, LSAT score, undergraduate GPA, and school-year fixed effects.  The non-UC schools are the 

top-fifteen schools in the EALS that were never subject to an affirmative action ban.  LSAT and GPA are each 

standardized across all EALS applicants to have mean zero and standard deviation one.  In columns 1-2, I 

weight applications so that each school carries equal weight.  Standard errors are clustered at the applicant 

level.

Non-UC UC Berkeley



FIGURE I
Race, Academic Characteristics, and Admission under Affirmative Action

(b) Characterizing Admission Rules 

Using Academic Strength (LSAT+GPA)
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(a) Scatterplot of 23,128 Admission Decisions at 
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(c) Pre-ban UC Admission Rules in Academic Strength
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(c) Pre-ban UC Admission Rules in Academic Strength
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Notes – Figure Ia plots standardized LSAT score (mean zero and standard deviation one), standardized undergraduate GPA,

and the actual admissions decision for a 5% random sample of the 23,128 Elite Applications to Law School (EALS)

applications submitted to the top-fifteen non-UC schools that were never subject to an affirmative action ban. Online

Appendix Figure II displays the full sample in color. To account for selectivity differences, each application’s LSAT has

been shifted by its school-year-race fixed effect from a probit regression of admission on LSAT, GPA, and these fixed

effects (see Section II.D). The overlaid best-fit admission threshold line from the regression correctly predicts 85.4% of

admissions decisions. The regression indicates that a one standard deviation higher LSAT is about as valuable in the

admissions cross section as a one standard deviation higher GPA. Thus when useful, I summarize an application’s LSAT

and GPA with the scalar index “academic strength”, equal to the standardized sum of standardized LSAT and standardized

GPA. Figure Ib plots admission rates within fifteen academic strength bins using all 23,128 non-UC applications and

overlays the univariate probit fit, where each application’s academic strength has been shifted by its school-year-race fixed

effect from a probit regression of admission on academic strength and these fixed effects. Figure Ic plots probit-fitted

“admission rules” by race at UC schools before the 1996 affirmative action ban, derived from a regression of admission on

academic strength, a black indicator, and year fixed effects using black and white pre-ban applicants to Berkeley, and

separately for UCLA. For ease of comparison, each school’s pair of admission rules has been shifted horizontally by an

additive constant so that the predicted admission probability for whites equals 0.5 at academic strength 0.



FIGURE II
UC Admission Rates by Race Based on Public Aggregates

Not Holding Academic Strength Constant

(a) Universe of Applicants to Berkeley
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(b) Universe of Applicants to UCLA
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Notes – This graph uses public aggregates reported by the University of California on the universe of applicants (not just the

EALS) to plot the time series of overall admission rates by race and the black share of the applicant pool at Berkeley and

UCLA (which in this paper always refers to Berkeley and UCLA law schools). Application year refers to the autumn of the

application year. These unconditional aggregates contain no information on applicant strength by race. The data were

originally accessed on August 27, 2009, from the website of the UC Office of the President at

http://www.ucop.edu/acadadv/datamgmt/graddata/lawnos.pdf; this file is no longer available online but it is available from

the author.



FIGURE III
UC and Non-UC Admission Rates by Race in the EALS

Holding Academic Strength Constant
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(b) UCLA
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Notes – Figure IIIa displays the time series of black and white admission rates at Berkeley, UCLA, and non-UC schools,

where applicant characteristics have been held constant at pre-ban levels using simple semi-parametric reweighting as in

DiNardo, Fortin, and Lemieux (1996). To construct the time series of black admission rates at Berkeley, I first compute

terciles of academic strength (the scalar summary measure of LSAT and GPA defined in Figure I) among pre-ban Black

applications to Berkeley. Then for each time period shown in the figure, I weight black applications to Berkeley so that each

pre-ban-defined tercile receives equal weight when computing the displayed admission rate. I repeat this process for whites

at Berkeley and for whites and blacks separately at UCLA and at each non-UC school, averaging across non-UC schools to

construct the non-UC series. This semi-parametric reweighting is data-demanding, so I group the data into two pre-ban time

periods (1990-1992 and 1993-1995) and two post-ban time periods (1996-2000 and 2001-2006). Pooling all pre-ban years

and all post-ban years, the difference-in-differences-in-differences estimate of the effect of the ban on the black admission

rate at each UC school is overlaid, with the DDD estimate as a fraction of the pre-ban admission rate in parentheses. Online

Appendix Table II lists the numbers underlying the DDD estimates. Table II reports parametric DDD estimates that account

for the minor space-opening effect of a decline in black admission rates.



FIGURE IV
Black-White Differences in Post-ban Admissions
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Notes – This figure replicates Figure Ic for post-ban applicants. It plots fitted admission rules by race at UC schools after the

affirmative action ban, derived from a probit regression of admission on academic strength, a black indicator, and year fixed

effects using black and white post-ban applicants to Berkeley, and separately for UCLA. See the notes to Figure Ic for the

definition of academic strength. For ease of comparison, each school’s pair of admission rules has been shifted horizontally

by an additive constant so that the predicted admission probability for whites equals 0.5 at academic strength 0. The

maximum vertical distance between the Berkeley curves is 56 percentage points and between the UCLA curves is 63

percentage points, slightly smaller than the estimates reported in Table III column (4) that condition more flexibly on

covariates. (The horizontal distance between the Berkeley curves indicates that black status is observed to have been worth

0.86 standard deviations of academic strength in the post-ban cross section. For UCLA, the figure is 0.66 standard

deviations.)



ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE I
Distribution of Academic Characteristics By Race in the EALS

(a) Distribution of LSAT Score

(c) Distribution of Academic Strength

(b) Distribution of Undergraduate GPA
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Notes – This figure displays the distribution of academic characteristics by race among Elite Application to Law School

applicants in the paper’s main sample: the 94% of EALS applicants who applied to Berkeley, UCLA, and/or one of the

top-fifteen non-UC schools that were never subject to an affirmative action ban. LSAT is the standardized test score used in

law school admissions and ranges from 120 to 180. Undergraduate grade point average is the cumulative undergraduate

GPA on a 4.00 scale. “Academic strength” is a scalar index of the strength of an applicant’s academic credentials, equal to

the standardized (mean zero and standard deviation one) sum of standardized LSAT and standardized GPA (see Figure I for

the semi-parametric motivation). Each displayed density is estimated non-parametrically using an Epanechnikov kernel with

Silverman bandwidth. Application year refers to the autumn of the application year.



ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE II
Scatterplot of 23,128 Admissions Decisions at Non-UC Schools
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Notes – This figure is intelligible only in color. This figure replicates Figure Ia except that it plots all 23,128 applications to

non-UC schools, rather than just a 5% random sample. See the notes to that figure for details.



ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE III
Race and Admissions in the Cross Section under Affirmative Action

Academic Strength by Race in the Applicant Pool
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(b) Pre-ban UCLA
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(c) The Average Non-UC School
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Notes – This figure plots academic strength by race in the applicant pool and the admission rules in academic strength

(defined and motivated in Figure I) by race in the EALS at pre-ban Berkeley, pre-ban UCLA, and the average non-UC school

in the average year. The left-hand-side panels display the density of applicants by academic strength and race. To construct

these, I pool all years within each school-race, estimate each school-race’s density non-parametrically using an

Epanechnikov kernel with Silverman bandwidth, shift each school’s distributions horizontally by an additive constant so that

the white mode lies at academic strength 0, and then (for the set of non-UC schools only) average densities across schools.

The right-hand-side panels display fitted admission rules by race constructed similarly to Figure Ic except that admission is

allowed to respond to academic strength differently for each race. For each school type, the fits derive from a probit

regression of admission on academic strength, race indicators, interactions among the race indicators and academic strength,

and school-year fixed effects. The non-UC regression is weighted so that each school carries equal weight in each time

period (pre-ban and post-ban), consistent with regressions elsewhere in the paper.



ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE IV
UC and Non-UC Admission Rates by Race in the EALS

Not Holding Academic Strength Constant
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(b) UCLA
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Notes – This figure replicates Figure III except that it does not reweight applications in any way. The change in admission

rates is uneven due to differences in academic strength over time; the reweighting in Figure III adjusts for these differences.

Although I find evidence that less-academically-credentialed black EALS applicants were less likely to apply to UC schools

after the ban, this figure shows that unconditional black admission rates at UC schools still fell after the ban among EALS

applicants more than they did among the universe of UC applicants (see Figure II). Graduates from the elite college that

EALS students attended constitute a larger fraction of the Berkeley and UCLA applicant pools than graduates of most other

individual colleges, so one possible explanation for the discrepancy between this figure and Figure II is that

less-academically-credentialed black EALS applicants learned from the admissions outcomes of their predecessors that their

admission prospects had in fact not fallen to zero and thus applied in greater numbers as time went on, causing unweighted

black admission rates to fall. This explanation is consistent with the time series in this figure: black admission rates were

higher in the first several years after the ban than in more recent years. As explained in the Section III.A, the EALS provides

strong statistical power on admission decisions but not application decisions, so the EALS is not well-suited to formal testing

of application behavior.



ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE V
Relationship between Admission and the Inferred Strength Variable

Inferred Strength Residuals
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Notes – This graph displays the incremental predictive power of the inferred strength variable (motivated by Dale and

Krueger 2002), conditional on other covariates. The difference-in-differences-in-differences regressions underlying Table II

column (4) do not control for admission factors that are omitted from the EALS such as recommendation letter strength. I

proxy for such commonly-valued unobserved admission determinants using the intuition that if an applicant predicted to be

rejected based on LSAT, GPA, and race is in fact consistently admitted across schools in the EALS, this applicant is likely

strong on unobserved characteristics like recommendation letters. Specifically, I construct an “inferred strength” variable for

an application submitted by applicant i to school s equal to the mean across all applications submitted by applicant í to

schools other than s of residuals from within-school regressions of admission on LSAT, GPA, race indicators, and

time-period fixed effects. To construct this graph, I compute residuals from an OLS regression of inferred strength on all the

covariates used in Table IIa column (4), group observations into twenty equal-sized (5 percentile-point) bins based on

inferred strength residuals, and plot means within each bin. The few applicants who applied to only one school are omitted

from this graph and are handled flexibly in the main regressions as specified in Section III.C.



ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE VI
Personal Statement Prompts on Berkeley Application Forms

(a) 1995, the last pre-ban year (b) 1996, the first post-ban year

Notes – This figure reprints the personal statement prompts from the 1995 (the last pre-ban year) and 1996 (the first post-ban

year) Berkeley (formerly called “Boalt Hall”) application forms. The 1995 personal statement prompt was nearly identical to

the one from 1994. The personal statement prompts have remained almost exactly unchanged since 1996. Not depicted

here, UCLA also changed its admissions process, giving explicit preference to students who indicated interest in critical race

studies.



ONLINE APPENDIX FIGURE VII
Behavior under an Affirmative Action Ban
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(b) Diluted Racial Information / Whistleblower Threat

Notes – This figure illustrates the simple model detailed in Online Appendix B in which the applicant pool is held fixed and

the admission office has concave preferences over the number of black applicants admitted and the aggregate non-racial

strength of the admitted cohort. The admission office can admit applicants on two pieces of applicant information: non-racial

strength and a signal of black status. Panels (a) and (b) depict applicant densities in non-racial strength; “new” refers to the

effects of placing positive weight on the black signal. Panel (c) plots budget sets under the simplification of uniform

distributions of non-racial strength; the graph omits feasible but always-dominated bundles by defining the x-intercept as the

number of black applicants admitted if the admission office were to maximize only non-racial strength and the y-intercept as

the aggregate non-racial strength achieved if the admission office were to maximize only the number of admitted blacks.

Under affirmative action (“AA”), the black signal is pure. If a ban either dilutes the racial information available to the

admission office (“DRI”) or forces an admission office to abstain from using its pure racial information because an insider

may expose the evasion (whistleblower threat “WT”), the admission office can use only an imperfect signal of black status.

This increases the non-racial strength it must forego to admit each additional black applicant and pushes the DRI/WT budget

side inside the AA budget set. If instead a ban places a cap on measurable black-white disparities (“CMD”) without diluting

the usable black signal, the post-ban admission office can use its pure black signal to achieve any bundle in its AA budget

set, so long as the number of admitted blacks does not exceed the de facto limit.


